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SUMMARY 
A spectrophotopolarimeter, which is designed to measure the intensity 
and polarization of skylight radiation at altitudes of greater than 
100,000 feet, produces a large volume of data and must be suitably cali-
brated prior to any measurements. The instrument uses imperfect optical 
elements, and the effect of these optical components is determined by the 
calibration procedure. Calibration is simple to perform, but, like the 
data reduction which follows, requires the use of digital computers. The 
data reduction involves manipulating the data so that they are in a form 
to be reduced, and then performing the actual computations. 
The spectrophotopolarimeter is a combination of two instruments: 
one, a spectrometer which uses photomultiplier tubes to measure the wave 
length range of 2000 A to 4000 A with 16 A resolution, and the other, a 
polarimeter which uses a rotating retardation plate followed optically by 
a linear polarizer. The output of the photomultiplier tubes is a compos-
ite AC signal which has a DC component and harmonics of twice and four 
times the rotational frequency of the retardation plate. By analyzing 
these components, the polarization and the intensity can be determined. 
The output of the photomultiplier tubes is digitized at a high rate so 
that the harmonics can be accurately determined, 
Some actual data have been obtained, but their presentation only dem-
onstrates that the calibration procedure and the data reduction procedure 
are performing satisfactorily. No attempt has been made to reduce the 
large volume of data that is produced, but only enough to show that the 




A balloon-borne ultraviolet (2000 to 4000 A) spectrophotopolarimeter, 
which is designed to measure the intensity and polarization of the natural 
sky backgrounds at an altitude of 120,000 feet, generates a large volume 
of data during a typical flight of approximately eight hours. The spec-
trometer portion of the system is basically an Ebert-Fastie arrangement 





larization measurement portion is essentially a Sekera polarimeter, 3-5 
 which consists of a rotating retardation plate followed optically by a 
linear polarizer. The light passing through this linear polarizer is mea- 
sured by a photomultiplier tube. The intensity and polarization parameters 
can be determined by analysis of the AC components of the signal from the 
PM tube. 
The actual hardware that was flown is described in detail elsewhere,
6 
but a brief description will be repeated so that the flow of information 
can be followed from the light that strikes the entrance slit of the spec-
trometer to the actual numbers for intensity and polarization data. Al-
though the mathematics is not complicated, the large amount of data that 
is produced requires the use of electronic computing equipment. This 
thesis will give a detailed description of the data handling techniques 
that have been used on previous flights, including the steps through which 
the data must pass before the results can be obtained. The instrument and 
the calibration procedure are unique in that no perfect optical components 
2 
are required anywhere, e.g., an imperfect linear polarizer is one that 
permits some of the unwanted orthogonal component of light to pass through, 
and an imperfect retardation plate is one which exhibits some additional 
linear polarization besides retarding the two orthogonal components. 
Although some actual data of skylight intensity are presented, the 
main purpose of this thesis is to show the process by which these data 
were obtained and the process by which the instrument was calibrated in 
order to obtain these data. Consideration is always given to the effect 
of imperfect optical elements and the amount of imperfectness is deter-
mined by the calibration procedure. 
A general idea of the flight package can be obtained from Figures 1 
and 2. These pictures show the spectrometer, yoke and gondola just prior 
to the 1 July 1965 launch, and important features are as follows. 
In Figure 1: The detector head contains all the components necessary 
to measure the amount of light passing through the exit slit of the spec-
trometer. The quarter-wave plate and its drive mechanism provides a method 
of determining the polarization of the incident radiation. The sunshade 
limits the field of view of the spectrometer and eliminates some reflected 
light, and the guard cell sensors activate an auxiliary "semi-shutter" 
which reduces the light entering the spectrometer by approximately two 
orders of magnitude. The coarse PC (pointing control) sensors provide an 
error signal to the PC amplifier when the spectrometer is pointing consid-
erably away from the sun, while the fine eye block provides the error 
signals for fine positioning of the spectrometer system reference axis, 
which the pointing control attempts to maintain pointed at the sun at all 
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Figure 1. Spectrometer Showing Major Components. 	
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spectrometer system reference axis at the sun. The Ferguson stepping drive 
imparts an intermittent motion to the spectrometer. Under the influence 
of this drive the spectrometer is stationary for 30 seconds and moves 15 
degrees with respect to the spectrometer system reference axis in the next 
30 seconds. The solar monitor provides a means of determining an "on-sun" 
condition and provides the reference axis from which the spectrometer steps. 
In Figure 2: The ballast hoppers, supplied by Air Force Cambridge 
Research Laboratories (AFCRL), are one means of controlling the ascent rate 
of the balloon. The yoke assembly holds the spectrometer while the spider 
supports the yoke and provides some shock protection. The control panel 
serves as an electrical junction box and provides means of controlling some 
functions of the flight package and monitoring some of the systems. The 
gun camera takes a picture of the spectrometer every two minutes through 
a convex rear view truck mirror to serve as a backup for the pointing con-
trol. (If the pointing control were to fail and lock onto something other 
than the sun, the position of the spectrometer could be determined from 
the film.) The flight control package, also provided by AFCRL, provides 
three switch closures by radio command from the ground: drop ballast, 
telemetry on-off, spectrometer package on-off. The vehicle from which the 
package was launched can be seen in the background, and some of the equip-
ment used during the pre-flight checkout can be seen on the ground beside 
the package. 
Three actual flights have been made with the basic package, but the 
first two fell somewhat short of being a total success. The first flight, 
on 26 August 1964, was aborted shortly after reaching float altitude be-
cause of a premature failure of the electronics batteries and stoppage of 
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Figure 2. Gondola Showing Major Components. 	 V1 
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the quarter-wave plate drive. The pointing control also failed to perform 
properly. The instrument suffered major damage on impact and the optics 
of the spectrometer were fouled by transportation over unfavorable terrain 
back to the launch area. 
The second flight, on 1 July 1965, was a trifle more successful. A 
slight mixup of instructions and drift of the telemetry caused the data 
not to be received satisfactorily until after the balloon had reached 
100,000 feet. A more serious problem developed since the FAA requires that 
visibility flags be flown every fifty feet when the gondola and the balloon 
are separated by a long load line. The device which was to deploy these 
flags singly as the gondola dropped beneath the balloon via the let down 
reel malfunctioned and deployed all the flags before the gondola had 
dropped sufficiently. As a result, the flag line became entangled in the 
spectrometer yoke and prevented the pointing control from operating prop-
erly. 
From a portion of the data, it was discovered that the spectrometer 
had randomly found the sun for approximately one hour and forty -five min-
utes. This time was accumulated mainly after reaching float altitude when 
the gyrations of the gondola were such as to bring the pointing control 
and solar monitor around to the sun. It is data recorded at these "on-sun" 
times which are presented later. 
The third flight on 12 July 1966, seemed to be more successful, al-
though sufficient data have not been reduced at the present to ascertain 
porper operation of all systems. It is known that a wire broke on the 
elevation scan potentiometer, which gives an indication of the relative 
angle between the spectrometer and the spectrometer system reference axis, 
7 
so that the gun camera data will have to be used to determine the scatter 
angle of the radiation being measured, but this is not believed to be a 
serious problem. With each flight the instrumentation package is improved 
and modified, although the changes are never major and the basic design 
remains intact. 
The brief description of the instrumentation package follows, the 
flow of information being emphasized. The data reduction techniques and 
procedures are described in detail, and some limited results from the 
1 July 1965 flight are also given. 
CHAPTER II 
INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE 
Data from several sources must be combined in order to obtain the 
final results of intensity and state of polarization of the skylight radi-
ation at a given scatter angle from the sun and at a given wave length. 
To obtain the intensity and polarization of the incident radiation, the 
signals from the two photomultiplier tubes and the AC generator of the 
polarimeter must be utilized, while a grating switch signal and the output 
from the elevation scan potentiometer give the wave length and scatter 
angle respectively. All the data from the balloon package are telemetered 
in real time to the ground and recorded on analog tape recorders. 
A mathematical description of a polarized light optical system is 
facilitated by the use of Stokes vectors and Mueller calculus (see Appendix 
A). A Stokes vector is a four element column vector which completely de-
scribes the intensity and state of polarization of radiation, while Mueller 
calculus uses four by four matrices to describe the effect that optical 
components have on light. The Stokes vector of the transmitted radiation 
can be obtained by operating on the Stokes vector of the incident radia-
tion with the proper Mueller matrix for an optical system. 
Photomultiplier Tube  Signals 
The basic optical design of the complete spectrophotopolarimeter is 
shown in Figure 3. Light entering the entrance slit S 1 strikes the spher-
ical mirror M and is collimated toward the grating G where it is refracted 







Figure 3. Optical Arrangement of the Ebert-Fastie Spectrometer-Polarimeter. 
\-0 
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nX = 2 d cos 	cos 0 	 (1) 
where n is the spectral order, X is the wave length that appears at the 
exit slit S2, 	
is the angle between the axis of symmetry and the light 
incident upon the grating, and 0 is the angle of rotation between the grat-
ing normal and the axis of the instrument. The diffracted light of wave 
length X, after leaving the grating, strikes the mirror and is refocused 
on the exit slit, through which it passes and is detected and measured by 
the photomultiplier tube PM. The retardation plate R and the linear polar-
izer P are components of the polarimeter and will be described later 
The grating is driven by a cam and cam follower mechanical arrange-
ment. The cam is driven by a governed 3 RPM DC motor and is cut so that 
a linear relation exists between the rotational angle 0 and the wave length 
X which appears at the exit slit. The cam is cut by the manufacturer of 
the basic Ebert-Fastie spectrometer for a particular grating ruling (in 
this case, 2160 grooves/mm.) and the wave length range to be covered. 
Two photomultiplier tubes are used to cover the 2000 to 4000 A range. 
One is a "solar blind" tube used primarily below 3100 1 while the other is 
used in conjunction with a Corning #7-54 filter for a 2800 to 4000 A band 
pass. Figure 5 shows a calibration parameter, C, which is a measure of 
the spectral sensitivity of the entire system, including the spectral re-
sponse of the photomultiplier tubes. Each photo multiplier tube signal is 
amplified by a high impedance nonlinear amplifier which has a dynamic range 
of approximately four log cycles. The output of these amplifiers is 0 to 
5 volts, which is the input requirements for the telemetry system. 
The photomultiplier tubes, amplifiers, and the associated subsystems 
are contained in a pressurized detector head mounted on the slit end of 
11 
of the spectrometer (see Figure 1). The detector head contains a DC-DC 
converter which supplies high voltage (up to 3000 volts) for the photomul-
tiplier tubes and a regulated center-tapped power supply which supplies 
power for the amplifiers and the DC-DC converter. Since the nonlinear 
characteristic of the PM tube amplifiers is temperature sensitive, the 





for stability. A small calibration light source, which provides an input 
light to the PM tubes during the calibration cycle to obtain a nominal cal-
ibration point, and its current regulated power supply are also contained 
in the detector head as well as monitoring and calibration circuitry. The 
airtight construction of the detector head is such that it will maintain a 
nominal one atmosphere pressure even at float altitude so that the high 
voltage present will not arc. 
Polarimeter Design and AC Generator Signal  
Mathematical Description of Polarimeter  
Since polarization is present in most spectrometers which employ a 
grating as a diffracting element, some method of analyzing the polarization 
of the incident light was decided upon over elimination of the polarization 
sensitivity of the spectrometer. A Sekera-type polarimeter was constructed 
and attached to the instrument, and the mathematics evolving from the use 
of retardation plates and linear polarizers such as in this polarimeter 
need some explanation. This polarimeter requires a linear polarizer as 
part of the optical train, but since no polarizer could be found that 
would transmit sufficiently below 2300 A, the spectrometer grating itself, 
which is an imperfect polarizer, was used for the linear polarizer for the 













r cos 8 
(4) 
12 
By placing an imperfect retardation plate of retardance 6, not neces-
sarily precisely 2/4, in front of a fixed imperfect linear polarizer (in 
this case, the entire spectrometer system and the polarizer), the intensity 
and the other Stokes parameters can be found from a partial inverse solu-
tion of 
[Al = [Po ] [P, ] [I] , 
	 (2 ) 
where [Al is the Stokes vector of the light leaving the linear polarizer, 
[I] is the Stokes vector of the incident radiation, and [P o ] and [Bp ] are 
defined by equations (A-17) and (A-28), respectively. 
The photomultiplier signal is proportional to the intensity of light 




2 sin 2P + a 3 
cos 2p + a4 sin 4p + a5 
cos 4p 	(3) 
where the a's are Fourier coefficients that have a definite form which is 
shown in Appendix B and where p is the angle the fast axis of the retarder 






are determined by some method of harmonic analysis, the unknown quantities, 
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The parameters C, rr,  rp 
 , and 8 are characteristics of the system and are 
determined by the calilmation procedure. Equations (4) through (7) will 
therefore determine the modified Stokes parameters of the incident light 
from the Fourier components of the exit intensity as a function of p. 
The parameter 8 is the retardance of the phase plate, r is the ratio 
of the minor axis transmission to the major axis transmission for the lin-
ear polarizer (ideally, r = 0), r
r 
is the ratio of the slow axis transmis-
sion to the fast axis transmission for the retarder (ideally, rr = 1.0), 
and C is the spectral sensitivity of the system. 
Initially, the spectrometer was assumed to be only a linear polarizer. 
However, a comparison of equations (A-17) and (A-25) reveals that the two 
Mueller matrices for an imperfect linear polarizer and an imperfect retar-
dation plate are similar. Since the intensity is the only quantity mea-
sured by the photomultiplier tubes and since the spectrometer is last in 
the optical train, only the first row of the Mueller matrix which repre-
sents the spectrometer is needed. The first row of both the linear polar-
izer matrix and the retardation plate matrix are identical in form so the 
spectrometer could be considered to be either an imperfect linear polarizer 
or an imperfect retardation plate and the results would be the same. This 
means that the spectrometer could have elliptically polarizing elements, 
e.g., metallic reflectors, and the results to be derived would be the same 





Effect of Imperfect Optical Elements  
Since it was known beforehand that the optical components used were 
not perfect, it was necessary to determine the effect of such imperfect 
elements in the optical train. The main component to consider is the lin-
ear polarizer, since it is not nearly as perfect as the Glan-Thompson prism 
used by Sekera. Also, since the spectrometer covered a wide wave length 
region, a dependence on wave length of the various physical parameters may 
be considered an imperfection and must be considered. The relationships 
expressed in equations (9) through (12) form the basis for determining the 
effect of imperfect optical elements on the determination of the Stokes 
parameters. 
It can be seen that if r is known with a fair degree of accuracy and 
is not unity, then all the polarization parameters can be uniquely deter-
mined. If r were unity, i.e. no polarizer, then although P, V, and 4 
could not be determined, I could be measured if I were the only quantity 
of interest, and the requirement for a polarimeter would vanish. While P 
2 \ is proportional to 1/(1 - r ), V is essentially proportional to 1/(1 - r 2 ) 1 
so any error in the determination of r will have some effect on P, but it 
would have a greater effect upon the measurement of V. 
Other imperfect optical elements will have an effect on the determi-
nation of the Stokes vector of the incident light. Investigating the ef-
fect of the retardance of the phase plate on the Stokes parameters, we 
find that if 6 = 0 or 180 0, then although V could not be determined, I, P, 
and 0 could. As expected, 6 = 90 0 leads to no difficulty in any determi-
nation. The other extreme on the phase plate would be if r r = 0, which 
would correspond to the phase plate being a perfect linear polarizer. If 
15 
this were the case, then again V could not be determined, but I, P, and q) 
could be. 
In general, the requirements placed on the optical elements in the 
train would be that in the wave length region of interest r < 1, r > 0, 
00 < 6 < 1800, and obviously, C > O. If these conditions are satisfied, 
then the four modified Stokes parameters (and consequently, the Stokes 
parameters themselves) of the incident light can be uniquely determined. 
However, even with these conditions fulfilled and all optical components 
properly calibrated, thermionic emission in the photomultiplier tube and 
other sources of noise in the system may seriously affect the measurements 
if, for example, r were close to unity. Therefore, the practical limit 
on the magnitudes of r , r , 6, and C which can be tolerated is set by ex- 
p r 
perimental conditions. 
It is known that C shows a strong wave length dependence since it 
includes, among other things, the spectral response of the photomultiplier 
tube, 6 will exhibit a medium wave length dependence, and r
r 
and r will 
have some slight wave length dependence. The spectrophotopolarimeter would 
have to be calibrated at as many wave lengths as possible in order to ob-
serve these wave length dependencies and also to judge a reasonable confi-
dence level which can be placed on the results. 
Polarimeter Construction 
The polarimeter which was actually used consisted of two separate 
systems, one for each photo multiplier tube, each using nominally one-half 
of the exit and entrance slits. The two retardation plates (R in Figure 3) 
were rotated at 20 RPS by a governed 4800 RPM DC motor through a 4:1 gear 
reduction. An AC generator was driven through a 2:1 gear reduction from 
the same motor. In principle, if the peak amplitude of the generator out-
put were known, then the arc sine of the ratio of the amplitude at a given 
time to the peak amplitudes would give the angle of the generator shaft 
with respect to some reference axis at that time. This angle would then 
be equal within some constant phase angle to twice the angle of the retar- 
dation plate. It can be seen from equation (3) that multiples of the angle 
of the retardation plate are needed to perform the required harmonic anal-
ysts. The output of the AC generator is then fed into the telemetry system. 
The linear polarizer (P in Figure 3) for the longer wave length tube 
is a Polacoat coated quartz disc mounted inside the detector head and 
aligned so that its axis is along the axis of maximum polarization of the 
spectrometer. For the shorter wave length tube, since no suitable polar- 
izer could be obtained that would transmit below 2300 IL and since the 
instrument is a fair polarizer in the 2000 A to 3000 1, the instrument 
itself is used as the linear polarizer and no polarizer is used in the 
detector head. 
Support Information 
Two additional pieces of information which relay wave length and 
scatter angle are needed to complete the minimum information necessary for 
data reduction. Other information such as temperature, pointing control 
error signals, and battery voltages are transmitted, although they are not 
directly involved in the data reduction. Information of a slowly varying 
nature such as temperature, scatter angle, battery voltages, and error 
signals are combined by a commutator into one telemetry channel. The wave 
length data are transmitted on a separate channel. 
A ratchet type cam is physically attached to the cam which rotates 
17 
the grating. This ratchet cam is unevenly cut so that a microswitch which 
is activated by the cam is turned on and off at irregular times during one 
rotation of the cam, but the cycle is repeatable between rotations. For 
the 1 July 1965 flight, the points at which the grating switch was turned 
off corresponded to 2086, 2595, 3264, 3774, and 3900 I. Thus it is possi- 
ble to find the minimum time interval (and therefore the minimum wave length 
interval--in this case 126 A) between consecutive pulses and set the last 
time of the interval in this case to 3900 I, and from that point determine 
the wave length at any time during the forward sweep of the grating. The 
assumption is made that the grating cam is cut so that a linear relation-
ship exists between the transmitted wave length and the angle of rotation, 
and a secondary assumption is made that the governed DC motor which drives 
the grating cam rotates at a constant speed for one rotation. It was felt 
that a switch closure and opening provided greater resolution than other 
means such as a potentiometer. 
A precision potentiometer is mounted so that its resistance is a mea-
sure of the angle between the spectrometer system reference axis, which is, 
in operation, the line from the instrument to the sun, and the spectrometer 
axis. A suitable voltage divider provides an output between 1.0 and 5.0 
volts (input voltage requirements for the commutator). This potentiometer 
is calibrated upon final assembly of the spectrometer since the sprocketed 
drive chain is disconnected when the instrument is shipped. 
The other data that are transmitted via the commutator are adjusted 
by suitable means so that the voltage range is 1.0 and 5.0 volts. These 
data are commutated along with the scatter angle data (elevation scan po-
tentiometer) onto one telemetry channel. Thus telemetry requirements are 
18 
for four channels for continuous data--two PM tubes, the AC generator, and 




Since quantitative data were required to measure the skylight inten-
sity, the optical system of the instrument had to be calibrated in terms 
of watts per cm
2 
volt out. One method for such a calibration is to measure 
the characteristics of each component in the optical train and then figure 
the combined characteristic from the individual ones. However, for expedi-
ency and simplicity, a method was devised that permitted the optical cali-
bration of the spectrophotopolarimeter in a maximum of two steps at each 
wave length of interest. It is possible with this method actually to cali-
brate the system in one step, if one knows the quantitative amount of light 
passing through an auxiliary polarizer. There is one serious disadvantage 
to this method, and that is the quantity of data that is required for cali-
bration. Hand reduction of these data is practically impossible from the 
time standpoint, and therefore, the computational procedures have to be 
programmed for the computer. Another problem arises, however, namely the 
generation of the data in a form that is usuable by the computer, but this 
problem has been essentially solved, and a means has been obtained of re-
ducing the large volume of calibration data. An analog-to-digital convert-
er (ADC) at Telecomputing Services, Inc. uses the analog tape which is 
generated by the calibration procedures and produces a digital tape in 
IBM 7094 format which can be used on the Georgia Tech computer. Thus, the 




The basic problem of calibration can be broken into three categories: 
(1) the calibration of the quarter-wave plate as to retardance, transmis-
sion, and linear polarization, (2) the calibration of the spectrometer for 
transmission and linear polarization, and (3) the calibration of the photo-
multiplier tubes for spectral response. The third problem is best solved 
by means of an NBS Standard of Spectral Irradiance 7 for which NBS has cali-
brated the light output versus wave length. It is assumed, however, that 
transmission losses in the optical train can be accounted for by modifica-
tion of the spectral response of the photomultiplier tubes. Thus, the 
spectral response of the whole system which the calibration procedure 
produces is quite likely to differ from the spectral response furnished 
by the manufacturer. 
For all the different calibrations except the quantitative value of 
light input versus voltage output, the procedure is fairly simple. A suit-
able light source (a GE quartz-iodine lamp was used) is placed behind a 
linear polarizer that can be rotated in fixed increments. The light from 
this poJarizer is then allowed to fall on the entrance slit of the spectro-
photopolarimeter. The output is then recorded by some means, either 
through telemetry onto magnetic tape recorders or by oscillographs from 
which the data is obtained by ADC or hand reduction, respectively. The 
angle of polarized light is stepped in its fixed increments until an angle 
of at least 180o has been passed. For a given wave length, the output is 
first broken down into components of the frequency of the rotating quarter-
wave plate frequency and its harmonics, and then these components undergo 
a Fourier analysis with the angle of incident polarization as a basis. The 
system has the distinctly advantageous property that no optical component 
21 
(quarter-wave plate, linear polarizers, etc.) has to be perfect because the 
system allows for imperfections in these devices and actually computes the 
amount of imperfection. 
The calibration for the quantitative value requires only the NBS stan-
dard of spectral irradiance which is placed before the entrance slit. The 
output of the photomultiplier tube is analyzed into components of the ro-
tating quarter-wave plate frequency, and the value of the transmission 
coefficient, C, for the entire system is calculated. 
Specific Procedure  
An accessory was constructed that was capable of rotating a linear 
polarizer in convenient fixed increments of 11.25 degrees. The polarizer 
was made from a sheet of Polaroid HNB. For the first part of the calibra-
tion procedure, this accessory was placed between the light source, a GE 
quartz-iodine lamp, and the entrance slit of the spectrophotopolarimeter. 
The polarizer was then rotated by manually pushing a switch at a time which 
corresponded to the return sweep of the grating. Thus, the polarizer was 
rotated every twenty seconds, which means that throughout the calibration 
run, for every sweep of the grating through the wave length region, there 
was a different angle of polarization of incident light. 
For the second part of the calibration procedure, the NBS standard 
of spectral irradiance was placed a known distance (61.2 cm) from the en- 
trance aperature of the spectrophotopolarimeter. Although this is not the 
distance at which the lamp was calibrated, it is reported that the inverse 
square law is valid at distances over 43 cms. Several wave length scans 
were made with the standard lamp as the light source to serve for calibra-
tion purposes. 
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The calibration procedure is definitely computer oriented. A large 
volume of data is accumulated, and some of the calculations, although they 
could be calculated using a desk calculator, are best left for the digital 
computer. For the utilization of the digital computer, a method of multi-
ple linear regression was used which minimizes a function, G, of the form: 
N 	 2 
Lyi - a1 - a2xli - a 3x2i - a4x3j - a 5 x4i ] 
	
( 8 ) 
i-1 
by adjusting the as where, in this case, y i is the photomultiplier tube 




= cos 213., x
3i 
 = sin 4 . 
and x4i= cos 413
i
, where p corresponds to the p in equation 3 and the 
value of y. 
During a normal computation, a minimum of 25 samples are used in the 
determination of the a's; the number of samples is a function of the wave 
length interval for which the computation is made. At the present limit 
of analog-to-digital conversion, 500 samples per second per channel, ap-
proximately five samples are obtained as the grating sweeps through 1 A. 
Since the resolution of the spectrometer is approximately 16 A, the inten-
sity is assumed to remain constant during a sweep of 5 A (25 samples), and 
no correction is attempted for an intensity change during the sampling 
time. 
The Fourier coefficients [die a's in equation (8)] are not obtained 
via a sine or cosine integration, but rather are obtained by a curve fit-
ting process. A test was made to determine if higher order components of 
p were present, and the higher order coefficients were reduced in magnitude 
by a factor of 50 or higher. Also, a frequency spectrum analysis was per- 
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formed on the photomultiplier signal, and similar results were obtained, 
i.e., only a DC, 213, and 143 components were measurably present. 
The results derived in Appendix B show that the calibration parameters-- 
r r  , rp  , C, and 6 (equations (4) 
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and where the d's are defined in Appendix B. 
If the total intensity of light falling on the entrance aperture after 
passing through the polarizer is known, then C can be determined from equa-
tion (12). However, if the quantitative value of light passing through the 
polarizer is not known and a separate determination is needed to determine 
C, then after performing the required harmonic analysis on the PM tube 
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If the source is completely unpolarized, then P = 0, and consequently, 
a- 
5 
O.Withthelampused,a,was approximately three orders of magnitude 
small than al . 
Calibration is complete after the determination of C, whether it comes 
from equation (12) or (14). No "perfect" optical components, except per-
haps for an unpolarfzed light source, are used, and the calibration could 
be performed in just one operation. Individual components are not cali-
brated as such, rather the entire spectrophotopolarimeter is calibrated as 
a basic unit. 
The basic computer program for the calibration procedure is shown in 
Appendix C while the flow diagram for this program is shown in Figure 4. 
The calibration data undergoes the same preparation as the regular data, 
i.e., the input tape has all data digitized, i.e., two photomultiplier 
tubes and the output of the A0 generator, and the wave length calculated 
for the forward sweep of the grating. No wave length computation is at-
tempted during the return sweep of the grating. 
The results of the calibration program are used as input to a multiple 
linear regression library program which provides a mathematical approxima-
tion to the actual wave length dependence of the calibration parameters by 
fitting the calibration parameter to a specified function of wave length. 
This regression merely smoothes the data, removes bad calibration points 
and provides a convenient method of evaluating the calibration parameters. 
The coefficients which are thus determined are used in the main data reduc-
tion program. The calibration curves for C, r , r , and 6 for the 1 July 
r p 
1965 -f. ight are reproduced in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 respectively. 
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Figure 8. Plot of 6 Versus Wave Length. 




the coefficients 1/C(1 + r 
2 )(1 + r
r
2
) in equation (4)] are calculated for 
various wave lengths and stored on an auxiliary input tape for the main re-
duction program. Thus the calibration parameters can be changed without 
having to change the main reduction program. Other data which are included 
on this input tape are scatter angle and altitude-time profile. After this 




Upon termination of the balloon flight, the data which have been re-
corded on analog tape recorders are processed through analog-to-digital 
converters (ADC). Since it is necessary to approximate the 40 cps AC gen-
erator signal during the computational process, the continuous data (FM 
data) is sampled at a rate of 500• samples per second per channel. The ADC 
processes are a service supplied with the balloon launch facilities, and 
therefore the digital tapes that are received are in a usable but not ideal 
condition to be used with computing equipment at Georgia Tech. The sam-
pling limitation on the ADC is a total of 1000 samples per second. There-
fore two tapes are produced for the four input channels—two photomultiplier 
tube signals, a grating position indicator, and the AC generator. The 
commutator data are digitized at a rate of one digital output value for 
each segment during a frame; with the commutator that was used, this rate 
was 70 samples per second. A commutator is a switching device that selects 
sequentially one of a number of inputs and connects it to the output; the 
commutator that was used had 28 inputs, and it sampled each of these input 
21 times per second. A frame is one string of the 28 samples plus synchro-
nization, and a segment is one input signal during a frame. These tapes 
produced by ADC are written in a packed 36 bit word which is incompatible 
with the 48 bit word used by the Georgia Tech Burroughs computer. There-
fore a word length conversion is necessary. 
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A block diagram of the flow of information from the balloon package 
to the final results is shown in Figure 9. The calibration tapes are made 
a few days prior to the flight, using telemetry and under all practical 
conditions of a flight. Thus, the calibration includes any nonlinearity, 
frequency response and phase shift that might be present in the telemetry 
system. The altitude and temperature profiles are provided by the launch 
organization after the completion of the flight, and the altitude profile 
must be manually fed into the computer program so that the altitude at 
which the data are obtained can be printed with the data. As a consequence 
of the wide use of electronic data processing equipment, the amount of data 
which is handled manually is nominal. 
The computer programs which perform these various stages are written 
in Algol-60 with the programming concept that they should be more general 
than specific in their application, i.e. if a foreseable change is made, 
this should not necessitate any major change in the program. 
General Problems in Data Reduction  
Every digital tape that is received from the ADC process must first 
undergo a word length conversion to make the tapes compatible with the 
Georgia Tech computer. Besides changing the word length from 36 to 48 
bits, the converter program also provides an output of the converted data 
on a labeled tape to facilitate future handling. Two converter programs 
are used: one, the commutator converter program, converts the single com-
mutator tape and produces an output tape in a similar format as the input 
tape, and the other, the FM data conversion program, converts and merges 
the two FM data input tapes into a single output tape. A third program 






















































































Figure 9. General Flow of Information. 
for these tapes is given in Appendix C as well as a detailed explanation 
of the programs. 
These three programs are as follows: 
FM Data Converter Program 
Basically this program converts the 36 bit digital tape into a digital 
tape which is usable on the Georgia Tech's Burroughs B-5500 computer. The 
tapes are in the same format except that the word length is 36 bits, while 
that of the B-5500 is 48 bits. The program accepts as input the two tapes 
containing the four digitized channels of FM/FM data and produces one tape 
containing all four channels. (At the present time, the digital input tapes 
are written in low density-200 bits per inch--on the tape, but this is not 
a limitation for the B-5500, which can read in either low or high density.) 
The flow diagram for this program is shown in Figure 10, while the repro-
duced Algol deck is shown in Appendix C. 
Commutator Converter Program 
This program differs slightly from the data conversion program in 
that it will only accept a single tape at a time as input. However, the 
basic logic is the same, and the output formats have similarities The 
program converts the data tape generated by the ADC process, from a 36 
bit word length to a 48 bit word length for use on the B-5500. The flow 
diagram is shown in Figure 11, while the reproduced Algol deck is presented 
in Appendix C. The program converts the word length and lists on the line 
printer periodically the tape block which is currently being written, and 
when the input data tape is exhausted, the output tape is rewound and peri-
odically dumped to serve as a check on the conversion process by comparing 
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Addition of Wave Length Program 
The third program generates the input tape for the main data reduction 
program by providing the wave length at which a given data point was taken. 
During the FM data conversion process, the times at which the grating 
switch opened are punched onto cards. These times are then hand edited 
(to remove bad times and to include times which may have been missed by a 
malfunction of the grating switch) and used as input for the addition of 
wave length program. The output of the program is a tape with a similar 
format to the input tape (the output tape from the FM data conversion pro-
gram), but with wave length added in bits 1 through 13. The flow diagram 
for this program is shown in Figure 12 while the reproduced Algol deck is 
in Appendix C. 
Specific Problems in Data Reduction  
After the completion of the addition of wave length to the FM data 
and conversion of the commutator data, two additional programs are needed 
to obtain the final answers. One, the commutator reduction program, re-
duces and lists the data that are contained on the commutator, such as 
scatter angle, battery voltages, error signals and temperatures. The other 
program obtains intensity and polarization parameters versus wave length. 
This second program also combines some of the results of the commutator 
reduction program so that the scatter angle and an "on-sun" flag are con-
tained in the output. Each of these two programs will be discussed. 
Commutator Reduction Program  
The commutator reduction program uses the data from the commutator 
conversion program, averages it over a suitable time interval, converts 
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Figure 12. Addition of Wave Length Flow Chart. 
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and lists the output. For the 1 July 1965 flight, a list of commutator 
segments versus channel number (multiplex number, also) is given in Table 1. 
The maximum and the minimum signals (5.0 and 1.0 volts, respectively) are 
used for calibration purposes, and at present is the only calibration on 
the commutated data. The flow chart for this program is shown in Figure 
13, while the Algol deck is reproduced in Appendix C. 
Main Data Reduction Program 
This final program in the chain produces the intensity and the modi-
fied Stokes parameters versus wave length for a specified time interval. 
A time correlation is used to obtain the altitude and scatter angle which 
have been derived elsewhere; the altitude is obtained from the launch or-
ganization, and the scatter angle is obtained from the commutator data. 
The program requires two input tapes: (1) the output tape from the addi- 
tion of wave length program, and (2) an auxiliary input tape which contains 
certain constants which are used in the program, and also the temperature, 
altitude, and scatter angle profiles. Basically the program is similar to 
the calibration program, although it is not nearly as complex. The flow 
chart for this program is shown in Figure 14, while the reproduced Algol 
deck is contained in Appendix C. 
This program has been used with a portion of the data obtained on the 
1 July 1965 flight, and the results are shown graphically in Figures 15 and 
16. Figure 15 shows the intensity of the scattered sunlight radiation at 
float altitude (121,000 feet) at approximately 71 degrees from the sun. 
Figure 16 shows the degree of polarization of the scattered sunlight under 
the same conditions. The calculation of the degree of polarization and 
the other modified Stokes parameters becomes inaccurate when the total 






1 	 Maximum signal 
2 Minimum signal 
3 	 Solar monitor 
4 Azimuth position 
5 	 Elevation scan potentiometer 
6 Pointing control Az CW error signal 
7 	 Pointing control El CW error signal 
8 Pointing control Az CCW error signal 
9 	 Pointing control El CCW error signal 
10 Electronics temperature 
11 	 Optics temperature 
12 Pointing control temperature 
13 	 Ground plane temperature 
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15 	 TM battery temperature 
16 Electronics battery temperature 
17 	 TM battery voltage 
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19 	 Electronics battery voltage 
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22 Solar position photocall #3 
23 	 Calibration light, electronics heater multiplex 
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Figure 13. Commutator Reduction Flow Chart. 
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Figure 14. Main Data Reduction Flow Chart. 
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intensity is low, and hence, for those wave lengths where the intensity is 
low, the probable error on the other calculations increases. The elliptic-
ity as determined by this method was never more than 0.03, and this figure 
could arise from computational errors and an inexact numerical approxima-
tion during the Fourier analysis of the photomultiplier tube signals. The 
angle of polarization was approximately horizontal. A detailed error eval-
uation has not been performed on the overall system, and therefore no 
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Figure 17. Spectral Intensity of the UV Sky Radiation. 
aHAPTEIR V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The knoWledge of the ultraviolet radiation incident from the sun and 
sky is of vital interest for geophysics as well as for biophysics. Consid-
erable work has been done in the field from ground based observatories such 
as Davos, Switzerland, and the purpose of this experiment is to supplement 
these observations by taking data at high altitudes in a similar wave length 
region. The failure of the instrumentation package by the entanglement of 
the visibility flags on the 1 July 1965 flight prevented the acquisition of 
data from all scatter angles, but sufficient data were obtained to demon-
strate the feasibility and practicality of the experiment. The results 
shown in Figures 15 and 16 agree with the experimental results of Bener 8 
 (Figure 17) and also some of the theoretical results of Seke4.-- 
skylight intensity. It should be noted that Bener's data are taken. for 
global sky radiation, whereas the data shown in Figures 15 and 16 are for 
air occluded angle of approximately 0.2 steradians. This agreement supports 
all phases of the experiment including calibration and data reduction, and 
it also shows that imperfect optical polarizing components can be success-
fully used in an Ebert-Fastie-Sekera arrangement to determine polarization 
and intensity. 
Various improvements are possible to increase the accuracy, reliabil-
ity, and performance of the overall system, although the basic design 
should remain intact. The data reduction programs can be improved and 
streamlined to reduce the amount of computer time necessary to reduce the 
47 
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data completely. An additional program could be written to perform the 
editing of the grating switch times prior to the addition of wave length. 
A program could also be written to provide a time edit of the data to elim-
inate undesirable data points which have an error in time. A master data 
preparation program could be assembled from programs already in existence, 
or suggested, that uses as input the tapes as received from the analog-to-
digital conversion and produces an output tape with time editing which is 
suitable as input to the final data reduction programs. Work is currently 
being performed along this line. 
The results presented here were not the prime objective of this the-
sis, but rather were used to demonstrate that answers could be obtained 
through the data reduction chain that has been presented within the text 
of the thesis. A careful evaluation of these data and future data should 
be made to ascertain overall accuracy and probable error. Since the data 
presented represent only one small portion of the sky, no definite conclu-
sions can be reached regarding the mapping of the sky intensity, but the 
conclusion can be made that the data reduction system produces the desired 
results. 
APPENDIX A 
STOKES VECTORS AND MUELLER CALCULUS 
Completely or partially polarized light can be specified by a set of 
four quantities known as the Stokes parameters, all of which have the di-
mensions of intensity. 9 These four parameters are usually represented by 
a column vector as: 
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(A-1) 
The electromagnetic definitions of these quantities are 





	- e 2 > 
U = < 2e e cos y > x y 
V = < 2e 
x ey 






x and e are the instantaneous x and y components of the electric 
field respectively, y is the relative phase angle between e
x 
and e , and 
the brackets indicate a time average. The first parameter, I, is to be 
interpreted as the total intensity of the light, and the remaining Stokes 
parameters lead to the following inequality: 
2 > 2 	2 	2 
I 	Q+U+ V (A-3) 
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The intensity is equal to the square root of the sum of the other three 
only if the beam is completely polarized, i.e., no unpolarized component 
present. It is convenient to define the degree of polarization, P, as: 
P 
, 2 	2 	2,A 
Q + + V2 ) -  (A- 4) 
If 0 is the angle which the major axis of the elliptically polarized 
light (as a special case, linearly polarized light) makes with the refer-
ence axis, then 
I = I 
Q = PI cos 20 
U = PI sin 20 
= 
(A- 5) 
and the quantities, I, P, V, and 0 will be designated as the modified 
Stokes parameters. These do not all have the same dimensions, and there-
fore will not transform as the normal Stokes vector. 
In Mueller calculus,
10 
an optical device is represented by a four 
by four matrix which operates on the Stokes vector of the incident light 
to give the Stokes vector of the transmitted (or reflected) light. For 
a non-perfect linear polarizer, let a and b be the fractional amplitude 
of transmission of the major and minor axis respectively (ideally, a = 1 
and b = 0). The Mueller matrix for such a polarizer can be derived as 
follows:letm..be an element of the Mueller matrix 150 and let it 13 
operate on completely unpolarized light. 
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(The factor of i is for normalization). After making these substitutions 
into the Mueller matrix 1‘1, the matrix operates on light completely lin-
early polarized at 0 ° as follows: 
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1-(a2 + b2 ) 
m42 = 
After these substitutions have been made into the Mueller matrix Mp, the 
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Here we expect the transmitted vector to be 
2(a2 + b2 )— 




(A - 13) 
m13 = 
m23 	m43 
0 	 (A-14a) 
m33 = ab 
	 (A-14b) 
As before, after making these substitutions and letting the resultant 
matrix operate on right circularly polarized light, we obtain: 
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O 0 	0 2m44 [1 
 
   
     
Here we expect the Stokes vector of the transmitted light to be 
r2(a2 + b2 ) 





m14 = m24 - m34 - 0 
	 (A-16a) 
m4-4 = ab 	. 
	 (A-16b) 
After making these substitutions, we divide the entire matrix M in by a
2
, 
let Cp  = 1/2a
2 
and rp  = b/a and obtain 
1V113 = CP 
1 + r 2 1 - r 2 	0 	0 
P P 
1 - r 
2 











where r is then the ratio of the amplitude of transmission of the minor 
p 
to the major axes, and C is a normalization constant. 
For an imperfect retardation plate of retardance 6 which shows some 
linear polarization and is oriented with its fast axis along a reference 
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For the case of unpolarized incident light and light polarized at 0 ° , 
since there is no y component of the electric field to produce a relative 
phase shift, the development of the Mueller_ matrix MI_ follows that for a 
linear polarizer thus: 
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Letting this matrix operate on light polarized at 45 ° yields 
From the electromagnetic definition of the Stokes vector, we would expect 
the transmitted light to appear as 
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(A-22) 
After these substitutions are made in the Mueller matrix MR, the matrix 
operates on right circularly polarized light to yield 
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Again from the electromagnetic definition, we would expect the Stokes vec- 
for of the transmitted light to be 
L2
(a2 + b2 ) 
1(a2 	b2 ) 
 2ab cos (90 + 6) 






I(a2 + b2 ) 
- b2 ) 
-2ab sin 6 
2ab cos 8 
(A-23) 
   
   
m24 = 0 	 (A -
24a) 
- ab sin 6 	 (A-24b) 
ab cos 6 	 (A-24c) 
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(A-25) 
This is the Mueller matrix for an imperfect retardation plate with 
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its fast axis along the reference axis. It is then a simple matter to ob-
tain the matrix for an orbitrary angle p by operating on (A-25) as follows: 
M
R 
= R [2P] [MR] R [-2P] , 
where R is the well known rotation matrix 
1 	0 	0 	0 
O cos a 	sin CC 	0 
O -sin CI 	cos a 	0 
O 0 	0 	1 
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where p is the angle the fast axis makes with the reference axis, 6 is the 
retardance of the phase plate, r r is the ratio of the amplitudes of trans-
mission of the fast to the slow axes, and C r is a normalization constant. 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF THE CALIBRATION FORMULAE 
After the operation indicated in equation (2) is performed, the inten-
sity, IA, of the light leaving the linear polarizer is detected by a photo-
multiplier tube, and this intensity is simply the first component of [A]. 
The signal out of the photomultiplier tube can be separated into components 
of 13, the angle of rotation of the phase plate, as follows: 
I
A 
= a1 + a2 
sin 2 + a
3 
cos 213 + a ) sin 10 + a
5 
cos 	, 	(B-1) 
where 
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If the angle p is not known, but a relative angle, 8, is known, then 
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cos 2c 





sin 4C + a
5 
cos 4s 	. 
A Fourier analysis in terms of (I) is now attempted on the b's. As 
before, if the angle 41 is not known, but a relative angle, *, is known, 
then 
0 = * 	, 	 (B - 6) 
and equation (B-5) can be placed in the following form: 
bl = c il + c12 sin 2* + c 13 cos 2* 
sin 2* + c23 cos 2* 
132 	021 4- 022 
b3 = c 31 + c 32 sin 211 + c 33 cos 2* 
b = 	 c 42 sin 	+ c43 cos 2* 






























d4 cos 2 1 = d4 cos 2(11 	C) 
c23 = d 4 sin 	= d4 sin 2(11 - C) 
c 31 = d 3 sin 2C + d 5 cos 2C 
c 32 = d 4 sin2 ^l d4 sin 2(11 - C) 
c 33 = -d4 cos 2 1 = -d4 sin 2(11 - C) 
c42 d
6 cos 2 2 = d 6 cos 2(1 - 2C) 
c 43 = d 6 sin 2 2 = d 6 sin 2(11 - 2C) 
c 52 = d6 sin 2 2 = d6 sin 2(11 - 2C) 
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)(1 + rr
2  ) 	 (B-9a) 
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d2 = 	r 	+ rr
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 ) sin 6 	 (B-9c) 
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) P 	 (B-9d) 
d
5 
= CI(1 - r 2 )(1 - r 2  ) 	 (B-9e) 
d6  = 2 - 1CI(1 	r 2 )(1 + r 2 - 2rr  cos 8) P . 	(3-9f) 
At a given wave length, IA. is determined for at least 25 different 
p. The plane of incident polarization, fir, is then rotated by a fixed 
amount (in this case, 11.25 °), and IA. is again measured for at least 25 
different p, and this process is repeated until the plane of incident po-
larization has passed through at least 180
o
. Then, for each different 
angle of incident polarization, the b's [equation (B-4)] are determined 
by a curve fitting process which produces a series of b 1 's, say, as a 
function of If as expressed in equation (B-7a). Another multiple linear 
regression is then performed on say, b
1 
to determine c
11, c 12 , c 13' 
and 
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after all the b's have 





been expanded in components 
It then follows 
tan
-1  1/- c12 
of fir, 	then all 
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Although it is possible to obtain the calibration parameters from the 
explicit form for the c's, it is somewhat more straight forward if the de-
fining relationships of (B-3) and (B-6) are used, and the process is re- 
peated by expanding IA first in components of 13 as in (B-1) 
a coefficients in terms of 	as 
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cos 20 (B-14e) 
From these relationships, the calibration parameters can be determined as 
follows: 
r 	,1 1 -  
k 
(B-15) 
d1 (1 + k) 
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This section contains the various computer programs that have been 
used in order to obtain data from the flight. It is assumed that the 
analog-to-digital conversion has been performed, and that the information 
is on magnetic tape. At present, six programs are necessary to completely 
reduce the data, and they are the FM Data Conversion, Commutator Conver-
sion, Addition of Wave Length, Calibration Procedure, Commutator Reduction, 
and Main FM Reduction, Each of these will be discussed in detail. 
FM Data Conversion Program 
This program produces a tape which is compatible with the Burroughs 
B-5500 computer containing the FM data from all four channels—AC genera-
tor, grating switch, and the two photomultiplier tubes. The program also 
determines the times at which the grating switch opened, and these times 
are punched and listed as additional output. The program also lists the 
output tape periodically. 
The program has as its input: 
(1) FILE FILl, in free field format, whether this is a 
test or run, the interval between records 
which are listed, the number or records 
at each interval to be listed, the number 
of pairs of input tapes (maximum 3), and 
the number of blocks or records to be con-
verted (ignored if it is a production run), 
(2) FILE FFMD1, tape unit unlabeled tape, the digital tape 




(3) FILE I, FMD2, tape unit, unlabeled tape, the digital tape 
containing the two photomultiplier tube 
signals. 
(4) FILE IIYMD3, same as (2) 
(5) FILE FFMD4, same as (3) 
(6) FILE FFMD5, same as (2) 
(7) FILE FFMD6, same as (3) 
Numbers (4) through (7) are only present if the number of pairs of 
input tapes is greater than one. 
The program has as its output: 
(1) FILE FIL2, line printer, a listing of the data as 
it is converted, and then after the tape 
is rewound, a listing at the proper in-
terval of the output tape, 
(2) FILE ZZZZZ01, labeled tape, a digital tape containing 
data, time, and multiplex number in a 
packed-word concept from the 1st pair 
of input tapes, 
(3) FILE ZZZZZ02, same as (2) except from the 2nd pair 
of input tapes, 
(4) FILE ZZZZZ03, same as (2) except from the 3rd pair 
of input tapes. 
One block on the output tape contains one-half second of data. This 
arrangement permits easy positioning of the tape at a desired time. The 
data is stored on the output tape and the input tape in what is known as 
a packed-word, i.e., one computer word contains more than one word of in-
formation. The tapes as they are received are written in the following 
format: 
Bits 	0-10 	Datum 
	
11-18 Time in seconds (maximum of 255) 
19-28 	Time in milliseconds 
29-35 Multiplex number. 
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The datum which appears in the packed-word is the digital value in 
arbitrary units of the given multiplexer at the given time. The multi-
plex number is a number assigned by the ADC process to designate from 
which subcarrier the data were obtained. (On the commutated data tape, 
this number designates the segment from which the data are obtained.) 
The output tape(s) are written in the following format: 
Bits 	0 	Unused 
	
1-13 Wave length (to be added later) 
14-24 	Data 
25-32 Time in seconds 
33-42 	Time in milliseconds 
43-47 Multiplex number. 
The record on the output tape is in the following form: 
1st word ,Bits 6-17 Number of words in the block 
Bits 18-23 File number 
Bits 24-35 The number of the wave length scan 
Bits 36-47 Block number 
2nd word Bits 30-46 High order time from 1st tape 
(seconds of day) 
3rd word Bits 30-46 High order time from 2nd tape 
(should agree with 2nd word) 
4th word on Data in the packed-word concept 
On the first record on the tape, two additional words are placed 
after the ones described above. These are the project codes derived from 
the ADC process input tapes. These are placed at the end of the record 
so that the first portion of all the records will be identical. Since a 
large number of output tapes will be generated, it is anticipated that a 
label equation card would be used to eauate the output files (ZZZZZ01, 
ZZZZZ02, and ZZZZZ03) to some other identifier. A label equation card 
equates the file identifier which is used in the program to a file iden-
tifier which will be read off an input file or written on an output file. 
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Commutator Converter Program  
This program converts the digital tape which is obtained from the 
commutated data into a form suitable for the Burroughs computer. It has 
a similar logic pattern as the FM Data Conversion Program and the output 
is essentially identical. The program generates the output tape and peri-
odically lists the tape so that the conversion process can be checked. 
The program has as its input: 
(1) FILE FILl, in free field format, the total number of 
blocks to be processed, the interval between 
the records which are to be listed, and the 
number of files on the input tape, 
(2) FILE FCMIJ, tape unit, unlabeled tape, the digital tape 
containing the commutated data. 
If the entire tape is to be processed, the number of blocks to be pro-
cessed is a number in excess of the number of blocks on the tape. There 
are usually around 5000 blocks on a tape, so as input, the number of 
blocks to be processed is conveniently placed at 99999999. 
The program has as its output: 
(1) FILE FIL2, line printer, a listing of the data as 
they are converted at the interval spec-
ified by the input data, on FILl, and after 
the tape has been rewound, a listing, 
again at the proper interval, of the out-
put tape (During the conversion process, 
when an end-of-file condition occurs on 
the input tape, the program writes the 
last block read of one file and the first 
block of the next file, but does not 
change the file identifier of the output 
file.), 
(2) FILE FDTC1, labeled tape, a digital tape written in 
the packed-word concept, containing a 
single file with all the input data 
included. 
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The data are recorded onto FDTC1 in a packed-word which is of the 
following format: 
Bits 	0-13 Unused 
14-24 Data 
25-32 Time in seconds 
33 -1-2 	Time in milliseconds 
43-48 Multiplex number (commutator segment) 
The first word in every record is the block number, and the second 
word contains the time of day in seconds in bits 30 through 46. The words 
from the third on to the end of the record contain the data in the packed-
word as mentioned before. On the first record, however, the last word in 
the record is the project code. 
Through a stream procedure, the number of words per record is auto-
matically calculated by the computer. As a tape record is read into the 
buffer, a word count is generated in the first word prior to the start of 
the buffer. Thus, by referencing the buffer's starting address and going 
back one word, the number of words read can be made available to the com-
puter. However, during the reading of the 36 bit word length tape, this 
is the number of 48 bit B -5500 words that are read and not the number of 
36 bit words that are on the tape, thus, the number has to be converted 
before it is used. 
The listing gives the time of day in hours, minutes, and seconds; 
time of day in seconds; number of words in the block to be listed; and 
the block number of output tape. If there are insufficient data to fin-
ish filling a row, zeroes are placed in the row to complete it. 
A label equation card should be used if more than one tape is to be 
generated. Its use has already been described in the section of the FM 
Data Converter Program. In this case, the label equation card would 
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equate the file identifier which appears in the program, FDTC1, to a file 
identifier which would be written on the output tape. 
With the use of the label equation card, it is believed that changes 
to the program itself would not be necessary. Therefore, the program was 
processed by the RECC library SQUEEZE routine for easier handling of the 
card deck. This program removes all comments and all non-essential spaces 
from the program, and thereby reduces the number of cards on which the 
program is written. 
Addition of Wave  Length Program 
This program is the final link between the data tapes as they are 
received from the analog-to-digital conversion and the main data reduction. 
program. This program calculates wave length and adds it to the data from 
the FM Data Conversion Program. The resulting tape is then used as input 
to the Main FM Reduction Program. This program also periodically lists 
the output to provide a check on. the calculations. 
The input file for the program is FIL3, and the data should be ar-
ranged in the following order: 
Card Number 	Columns 
1 	 1-4 	Number of input tapes 
	
10-14 Interval between listings of output 
2 	 1-7 	Wave length at first opening 
10-17 Wave length at second opening 
20-27 	Wave length at third opening 
30-37 Wave length at fourth opening 
40-47 	Wave length at fifth opening 
(if present) 
3 	 1-4 	File number for present tape and 
scan 
10-14 	Scan nuMher 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 	14-23 Times for switch openings. 
Cards 3 through 8 are then repeated for all the switch opening times that 
are present. 
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The scan number is simply a tally of the number of complete wave 
length scans for a given file, and is used to distinguish one scan from 
another without having to resort to time as the indicator. The scan num-
ber and file number are used by the program for "bookkeeping" so that it 
can maintain the correct correlation between the input cards and the input 
tape. The output tape is in the same format as the input tape except for 
the construction of the first word in each record. This word is changed 
to the following format: 
Bits 	6-17 Number of words in the record 
18-23 File number corresponding to input file 
24-35 Scan number for the particular file being 
processed 
36-47 Block number. 
The output of this program is periodically listed on the printer file, 
FIL2, as determined by the second entry on card 1. This listing is in a 
similar format to that used in the previous listings that have been pro-
duced. This format facilitates cross checking between input and output 
and also the checking of the overall performance of the addition of wave 
length program. 
It is recognized that the hand editing that is required prior to the 
running of this program is a weak link in the data reduction chain. Pres-
ent plans attempt to overcome this weakness and to make the data reduction 
completely handled by computers, but this program does provide the neces-
sary results. Plans call for a program that does the editing task and 
computes the wave length which is then added to the output tape from the 
FM data conversion program. 
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Calibration Program 
This program performs the operations derived in detail in Appendix B. 
The program essentially performs four Fourier analyses: 1) expanding the 
photomultiplier tube signals in terms of the angles which are determined 
from the AC generator, 2) expanding the components determined in the first 
step in terms of the relative angle of incident polarization, 3) re-
expanding the photomultiplier tube signal in terms of the true angle of 
the retardation plates, and 4) re-expanding the components in terms of 
the true angle of incident polarization. The first two expansions are 
necessary to determine the relative phase angles involved in the AC gen-
erator and the incident polarization. The program uses an input tape 
containing the raw calibration data as they are generated by the Addition 
of Wave Length Program. 
Input parameters to the program are in the following format, right 
justified: 
Columns 	 Description 
Card 1 	1-4 Number of angles of incident polarization 
	
5 - 8 	Number of sample points per angle of incident 
polarization 
9-12 	The number of wave lengths at which calibration 
is desired 
Card 2 	1-6 	Starting time for calibration procedure 
7-12 Digitized value to indicate a change of angle 
of incident polarization 
13-18 	Wave length below which only the 541F tube is 
calibrated 
19-24 	Wave length above which only the 541A tube is 
calibrated 
Card 3 	1-10 	Interval to dump program 
11-20 Approximate frequency of AC generator 
21-30 	Incremental change of angle of incident polari- 
zation 
31-/!0 	11 for the 541E tube (if known) 
41-50 Ti for the 541A tube (if known) 
51-60 	C for the 541F tube (if known) 
61-70 C for the 541A tube (if known) 
Columns 	 Description 
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Card 5 
Compute option for first AC generator approx-
imation 
Compute option for second AC generator approx-
imation 
Compute option for first pass of PM current 
data 
Compute option for first pass of component 
data 
Compute option for second pass of PM current 
data 
Compute option for second pass of component 
data 
TRUE if the input data is to be listed, FALSE 
otherwise 
TRUE if times at which the calibration wave 
lengths occurred are to be listed, FALSE 
otherwise 
TRUE if AC generator frequency iterations are 
to be listed, FALSE otherwise 
TRUE if the AC generator frequency with cor-
rection calculations is to be listed, FALSE 
otherwise 
*RUE if the true AC generator frequency is to 
be listed, FALSE otherwise 
TRUE if calibration parameters are to be punched 
also, FALSE otherwise 
TRUE if card images are to be listed as punched, 
FALSE otherwise (only valid when preceding 
entry is TRUE) 
TRUE if C and T) are known for 541F tube, FALSE 
otherwise 



















6 columns Wave lengths at which calibration is desired. 
The number of wave lengths should match the 
third entry on. card 1. 
The constants 11 and C are defined by equations (B-6) and (B-3) respec-
tively. 
The compute option pertains to the least squares curvefitting proce-
dure that it utilized in the program. If the option variable is 1, then 
only the curvefitting portion. of the procedure is used. However, if the 
option variable is different from 1, the following actions take place: 
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Option variable 	 Action 
2 	Standard deviation is calculated and printed. 
3 Standard deviation is calculated and printed, 
data lying outside a specified number of 
standard deviations is discarded, the curve-
fitting procedure is again entered and stan-




Same as 2 except that the input data is listed. 
5 Same as 3 except that both sets of input data, 
to the curvefitting procedure are listed. 
If enough previous runs of the program have given a good indication 
of the value of C and 11 for either or both PM tubes, these data can be 
introduced for subsequent runs to eliminate the calculation of these quan-
tities. The elimination of these computations can decrease the computer 
time necessary for a complete run. Data processor and input-output times 
are calculated and printed as the last item in the output. Past experi-
ence indicates that approximately 300 seconds are required for each tube 
at a given wave length if C and 11 are not known. 
Commutator Reduction Program 
This program examines the commutated data, averages it over a suit-
able time interval, converts the raw digital value to engineering units 
such as degrees, volts, etc., and prints the output. Basically the pro-
gram executes a disk sort to extract the various multiplexers and arrange 
their values in an array. A suitable calibration of the various channels 
must be made prior to the running of the program so that this information 
may be included in the program. 
The basic problem in this program is that the data are arranged on 
the input tape in serial form, i.e., ascending multiplex number, but in 
order for it to be manipulated, it must be in a parallel form, i.e., all 
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data of one multiplex number grouped together. The program utilizes a 
modified disk sort on the computer to accomplish this serial to parallel 
conversion. The program contains all calibrations of each segment inclu-
ding the nonlinear characteristic of the thermistors. 
Some time prior to each flight a calibration. was made on pertinent 
commutator channels. For those channels which measure a voltage, a known 
voltage was used as input, and the voltage out of the commutator segment 
was measured. A graph of these data was drawn relating voltage in versus 
voltage out. For the thermistor channels, the thermistors are subjected 
to different temperatures and their corresponding resistance is determined. 
Hence a relation between temperature and resistance is obtained. These 
data are contained in the program under a real procedure called RES(X). 
By determining the resistance, X, which is necessary to produce the volt-
age out of the commutator segment, and using this resistance as the input 
to the procedure, the procedure performs a tabular look up and produces 
a temperature which corresponds to the given resistance. For those com-
mutator segments which measure an angle, a relation is derived between 
the angle and the voltage from the commutator segment, and this relation 
is used to obtain the desired angle. 
In the program, double subscripted array B contains the data points 
for each segment in this manner: the first subscript is the segment or 
multiplex number (subscript 0 is the time), and the second subscript is 
the tally of the data points. The program reads the input tape, searches 
for segment #1, and fills array B[1, *] with its data point and fills ar-
ray B[0, *] with the time. The data are then written on the disk. The 
program continues reading the input tape until 760 data points have been 
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read into the array. Subsequently, the disk is rewound, read and searched 
for segment #2 and the array is filled until the data on the disk are ex-
hausted. The disk is then rewound, read and searched for segment #3, the 
array is filled, and so on until all twenty-eight segments are read and 
placed into the array. When array B is completely filled, the majority 
of the work is finished. The program subsequently uses array B, converts 
to a voltage and averages the values over a suitable number as shown below: 
Segments 	 Averaged over: 
1,2,10,11,12,13 
14,15,16,25,27 	 All 760 (approximately) samples 
17,18,19,28 Every 150 samples 
3,4,6,7,8,9,23,24 	Every 75 samples 
5 	 Every 25 samples 
The averaging procedure uses all the data presented to it, calculates 
an average and the standard deviation. It then discards all data lying 
outside one standard deviation and reaverages the remaining data. The 
average voltage thus obtained is then applied to the particular calibra-
tion and the results of angle, voltage, or temperature are obtained. 
Main FM Reduction Program  
This program reduces the input data and obtains the intensity and 
the other Stokes parameters by performing a Fourier analysis of the photo-
multiplier tube currents in terms of the frequency of the AC generator and 
using the calibration constants that are also read into the program. An 
average wave length is calculated as well as the altitude and scatter angle. 
The output is listed for a given altitude and scatter angle (determined by 
the time by intensity and the other modified Stokes parameters versus 
wave length. If the AC generator malfunctions, the program does not 
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attempt the Fourier analysis but rather does a simple averaging and flags 
the data as being qualitative and not quantitative. 
In brief, the program reads in and initializes all essential constants 
and calibration parameters. Secondly, the program positions the main input 
tape to the correct starting time and fills a stratch tape with the data to 
be used in subsequent calculations. The program then uses this scratch 
tape as input, fills the proper arrays with the photomultiplier currents, 
AC generator signals, and wave length. The AC generator signal is then 
used to calculate the angular position of the phase plates, and then a 
Fourier analysis is made on the photomultiplier tube signals. After the 
components are determined, they are used to calculate the Stokes vector 
of the incident light. 
The program requires as card input on file FILL the following infor- 
mation in the correct format: 
Card 1 Columns 1-5 Starting time 
11-15 Stopping time 
21-24 Wave length interval for the 
samples 
Card 2 Columns 1-5 Minimum value for the "shutter" 
11-15 Maximum value for the "shutter" 
21-26 1st tube shutter attenuation 
31-36 2nd tube shutter attenuation 
41-46 Approximate generator frequency 
Card 3 Columns 1-7 1st tube generator phase angle 
11-17 2nd tube generator phase angle 
21-24 Minimum wave length for 2nd tube 
26-29 Maximum wave length for 1st tube 
31-33 Compute option for generator data 
34-36 Compute option for PM data 
37-41 Print option for generator data 
42-46 Print option for PM data 
The "shutter" is an auxiliary slit which automatically covers the en-
trance slit of the spectrometer when the instrument is pointing close to 
the sun. It effectively reduces the amount of light entering each photo- 
multiplier by the amount of the third and fourth entries on card 2. The 
minimum wave length for the second tube (third entry, card 3) is that wave 
length below which only the short wave length tube is used to obtain data 
Similarly, the maximum wave length for the first tube is that wave length 
above which only data from the longer wave length tube is used. The com-
pute option is the same as listed in the calibration program, but the 
print option (Boolean) determines if debugging and checking data is to 
be printed as well as the final results. If it is felt that the program 
is performing properly, then both print options should be set to FALSE, 
and the output would then consist of simply a listing of wave length ver-
sus the modified Stokes parameters. 
COMMENT -- COMMUTATOR CONVERTER PROGRAM 
BEGIN INTEGER T,J,K,MpN,K1AK2,PROJCODE,RLOCK9P, IFIL, IFILlpTS 
REAL RNTIMp RNTIMI 
LABEL Lip L2.0 Lip L4, LO 
SAVE ARRAY At0;5007 	; ALPHA ARRAY BrOs6003 	 ; 
ARRAY Ut01250: 
STREAM PROCEDURE TSI1 :Apc0; BEGIN S1q-A;D:1+B;SI+SI-1;DS4.8 CHR END 
STREAM PROCEDURE STRN1ZA,B,IRJ,KVALUF IpJoK5BEGIN SI4-A3DI4-88 
+DI+2;DS ,i-6 CHR;Dy+DI-0-5se:-3 CHR;S:4-S73;I(J(DIT.*.DH.2;DS4-6 CHR));K(DI4O/4-2 
310S+6 CHR) END;S7REAm PRoCEDURF SIRM,'“A,BpY,JpK)SVALUE IpjpK;BFGN S7+A; 
DI+B;DI+DI+5;DS43 CHR;SIq,SI+35“JCDIi.D74, 25DS1-6 CHR));K(D14-DI42;DS4-6 CHR) 
END;pROcEDURE OUT1(ApNPF1LEVD)3VALUE N;INTEGER N;FYLE FILEIDHkLPHA 
AE0];BEGIN INTEGER IcJ,TMpTHRpTmINpTSEC.IARRAY B( 1:123;FORMAT OU7 Fm71( 
Ito " HOURS", I3p a, M:NU7ES"pI3p 	SECONDS"RX1OpI1OpX45p"BLOCK Ntomi3F9 
I8)pFMT2A4(F3,00)(tpF8G3,0,F7Q1,9x9 ));FOR 1+1 	DO BEGIN TM - A1 
0 (30217WHR+71 DIV 360v 7 mTN“TM3600xTHR) Dry 60;TSEC“Mc'3600x7HR - 60xT 
C F 	1+3 STEP 4 UN1IL N 
DO BEGIN FOR J4-0 STEP a UNTIL 3 DO BEGIN 
IF (7+4)>N THEN AEI+J)+C 
Bc3xj+i34-ACE+J:,,E4315x1,(L, R73 
xj+2] 	A:Ii.j],,I25t8][J1,:331031 :1000;91- 3xj4, 334-AEI+j30:14M)x1,0 
END;?WRITE(F:LEID0EMT2,FOR J4-1 STEP 1 UNT:L 12 0 
0 B[J3) END;END DUT1 
FORMAT OUT FMTO ("RUN TIME " p F12,5 , " SECONDS " )P 
FMT1 (X90, "PROJECT CODE "pI11)p 
FMT2CX56 "WORD COUNT "pI5) 
FILE IN FILL (12103p pcMU Op 200) 
FILE OUT FIL2 1 (1,15) 
FILE FDTC1 2 (1,800) 
PROCEDURE DATECFILEID.1 
FILE FILEID 
BEGIN ALPHA D 3 INTEGER TP DAY, YR 
INTEGER ARRAY MO[12121 
FORMAT OUT FMT("RUN DATE " 5 I2p"/"pI2p"/",I2) 
FILL MO(*] WITH 31, 28931,30p31p30,31031,30p31p30931 
D .4- TIMECO) 
YR + 10x0,[18;67 	D, 24:63 
DAY 4 100xD,,[30:6) + 10x0.06:61 + 0,(42:63 
I 4 0 
FOR I f I+1 WHILE (DAY > 0) DO 	 BEGIN 
PAY 	DAY - Moril 
IF ((YR MOD 4) = 0) THEN IF (I=2) THEN 0AY4DAY-1 	Eft ;) 
DAY (." DAY + MO(Il 
I + I - 1 
WRITE(FILEID, FMT, ',DAY, yR) 	 DAT: ; 
RNTIM 4 TIME(2) 
DATECFIL2) 
IPIL 4 0 
BLOCK 4 0 
READ (FIL1, /, 	MP PP IFIL1) 
CLOSE (FILL), RELEASE) 
LO: 	READ (FCAU[NO3, 	1, u[*])(L2:L03 
TsT1 (rCmU(0), TS) 
I\ 4. 4X((IS 	) DIV 3) ¢ (TS 	) MOD 3 
(FIL2(NO), FMT2, N) 
1 4 (N-2) DIV 63 
N2 4 (N-2) MOD 63 
STRml (FCMU(0), A10], K1,63,K2) 
FOR 	4 N*1 STEP -1 UNTIL 2 DO 	 BEGIN 
,q1+1.10114;291 	AC11,E12:29) 
AE1+110[43:5] F AII1,I43:9] 
p[1+13;J12:21 4 0 	 E"n 
1r21 4 8111 4 All] 
'1"9 4 1.1 4 A[0] 
Rro) ‹. BLOCK 4 BLOCK + 1 	 ; 
wq'TL (FDTC1, N+2, B[40) 
ldT1( ,4 . 	0 FIL2) 
R"ElsF (FCMU) 
Ll; 	(FCMUIN0], 1p Ur*flrL2;1_11 
IST1 (FCMU(0), TS) 
N - 4x(TS DIV 3) + TS MOD 3 
Kt + (N-1) DIV 63 
4 (N-1) MOD 63 
- v2 (FCMU(0)p AC0], K1ft631,K2) 
FOR 	N ,., 1 STEP 	UNTIL i DO 	 BEGIN 
MI 4- 230[14129) 	ACIL(12:29] 
BCH- 210[43; 5 ] + A[119(43;5] 
MI 4'210[12;2) 4- 0 	 END 	; 
BLOCK +BLOCK + 1 
Rr2) 	B[l] 	A[O] 
BrO3 BLOCK 
WRITE (FDTC1, N+2, BI*7) 
RELEASE (FCMU) 
IF (BLOCK MOD P) = 0 	 THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2[NO1P FMT2, N) 
OUT1 (Bp N+1, FIL2) 
END ; 
IF (BLOCK 5 M) 	 THEN 
GO TO Ll 
L 23 	IFIL 	IFIL + 1 
WRITE (FIL2(NO], FMT2, N) 
OUT' (Bp N.4.1P FIL2) 
IF IFIL < IFIL1 THEN GO TO LO 
REWIND (FDTC1) 
LOCK (FCMU, RELEASE) 
RNTIM1 	(TIME(2) 	RNTIM)/60 
WRITE (FIL2, FMTO, RNTIM1) 
READ (FDTC1[NO]p 1p ur*]) 
TST1 (FDTC1(0), N) 
READ (FDTC1pN 	pBC*3) 
PROJCODE 	BIN-1] 
WRITE (FIL2[PAGE]) 
WRITE (FIL2, EMU, PROJCODE) 
SPACE (FDTC1, 
WRITE (FIL2(NO1P FMT2, N) 
N 	N 
L3; 	OUT1 (Bp N-1, FIL2) 
SPACE (FDTC1, P-1)(L4) 
TST1(EDTC1(0), N) 	 co 0 
READ (FDTC1, N 	p R(*))[L43 
WRITE CFIL2[N01 , FMT2, N) 
GO TO L3 
L4: 	LOCK (FDTC1, RELEASE) 
RNTIM a (TIME(2) 	RNTIM)/60 
WRITE (FIL2, FMTO, RNTIM) 
END 
COMMENT 	FM DATA CONVERTER PROGRAM 
BEGIN INTEGER TpNPN1PN2pKI,K2PPPP1PTPPM,IFIt, IFL1pIF1PLBLPApj2pK3pK4, 
IPAR 
REAL RNTIM, RNTIM1;) TM1p TM2p TM3, TM4 
ARRAY CT1, CT2(0;6]P TIM[132p08390835019 VAL(088] 
INTEGER ARRAY IFL(0861 
SAVE ARRAY ApB[0:2751 
ALPHA ARRAY DTI0:10221 
BOOLEAN Z 
LABEL LFILpLENDpL1pLlApL1BpL2PL2B,L3pL4pLP1PLP2pLP3pLP4 R LP5pLP6p 
LAP LR1Ap LPiA, LP5Ap LP7Ap LPittp LP6A 9 L1C, L1Dp 
LABEL L8PL9PLI09 1-11 
SAVE FILE IN FFMDI 2 (I P250).0 FFMD2 2 (1,250)p FFMD3 2 £t,250), 
FFMD4 2 (1p250)p FFMD5 2 r:1,250), FFMD6 2 (1,250) 
FILE OUT ZZZZZO1 2 ‘:191023p SAVE 100), 
ZZZZZO2 2 (1,1010p SAVE 30)p 
7ZZZ703 2 (191010D SAVE 30) 
FILE IN FIL7 Clp10; 
FILE OUT FIL2 6 (2 ,-')) 
FILE OUT FILP1 2 ( ,10p SAVE 1) 
SWITCH FILE SWI1 oe FFMD1p FFMo3p EFmr5 
SWITCH FILE SWI2 s= FFMD2p FFMD4. FFMP6 
SWITCH FILE SWO: 	Z7Z2Z0PZZZZ702PZ7ZZZ03977ZZZO1PZ77Z701P 
771ZZO, 
STREAM PROCEDURE STRMI(A,BpIpJ2K,3VALUE I ,;Jp10 BEGIN S'r.T.AJDY.3=B 
SII=SI.1.2nI:=DT+4;DS. 	CHR,;01;z5;DS -, 3 CHR;SI8=SIir3 	 3 
ICJ(DI;=DI4- 2;DS:r6 CHR . O<COTe=1) - .f'2;DS7.6 CHR) 	 ENO 
STREAM PROCEDURE STRM2A r Bpi,p,,Jpr( I ' VALUE TPJPK3 BEGIN SI=A;Dr3=1.4 
DI:=EH, 5DS3=3 CHR;SE8=SI 4 3 
I(J(DI:=Di+2;DS:=6 CLRJK(DY?=D;2gDSVI:6 CHR) 	 END 
PROCEDURE DATE(FILE` : 	 ;FILE Fr,E1 	4EGIN ALPHA D;IN 7 EGER IpPepYR 
INTEGER ARRAY MOra$111;FORMAT 0J 7 F;. RUN DATE "P TWP9 9729"/"P12/) 
FILL MO(*II WITH 31=, ;r3130,32P3031.93193 0 .031;10P31; DE=TIMEZ0 	 ; 
YR 8 =10xDo1183634.D0E248631, DYt=10014D , E3061+10xD,(36:634'.D,C4261-1 
I8=0$FOR I:=I4, 1 WHILE DY>0 DO BEG - N DVg=DY°4MOEI3IF YR MOD 4=0 THEN 
IF Ir.2 THEN DY;=DY"t END;I:=I.°1;Vf3=0Y.0,401.I1SWRITECFILElpF1p/prlYpYR)END; 
INTEGER PROCEDURE WORDCFlp LBL) 	; FILE Fl 3 INTEGER LB_ 
BEGIN LABEL L1PL2PL3 
INTEGER I 	; ARRAY A[0:2) 	; STREAM PROCEDURE SlCAPB); BEGIN 
SII=A;DT:=B;SI:=SIB;DS:=8 CHR END; READCF1(NO),1p4(*3)CL11L23 	 3 
Sl(F1(0)PI) 3 LBL s= 0 ; WORD := I 	3 GO TO L3 	; 
L1: LPL ;= 1 ; GO TO 1,3 ; L2: LRL := ; L3: END 	; 
PROCEDURE OUT2CARNPF1); VALUE N; INTEGER N; FILE Fl; ALPHA ARRAY A(031 
BEGIN INTEGER IpjftTM,T 1 PT2,T33INTEGER ARRAY BCO:201;FORMAT OUT FMT1(I2," 
HOURS",13," MINUTES"PI3P" SECONDS"PX10,"TIME "PI6pX44p"RLOcK NUMBER "PI 
3P"..",I43,FmT2(4(12pX2PI3P".",I3pX2pI4p".0"pX7)) 
J 	A(01 4 [12:0 
FUR 18=192 DO BEGIN TM 8 =4(11,(30:173;71:=TM DIV 3600;T2i7.(T3600=Ti)OTV 
6 0jT3:=TM3600)(TIm60xT2;WRITE(FicFMT1pT1PT22T3pTM,JpA[0]0(18830])END 
FOR I:=3STEP 4UNTIL Nm3 DO BEGIN FOR J1=0P1,2.:3 DO BEGIN IF 	THEN A 
(I+J3:=03REAxJ]:=AFI+J7,043:531 
53(4xJ+132=A(1 4. J3e(25:8 3 
9(4xJ+2]:=A[1.0- J30(33:10) 
	
BI4xj+33:=A(Ii- J1QC14;11) 	 END 	; 
WRITECF1pFMT2PFOR j:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL 15 DO B(J3) END END 
FORMAT OUT FMTA("AcCUMULA1ED RUN TIME IT P F802)P 
FMTB(X90p "PROJECT CODE "p 18), 
FMTC(X57P"WORO COUNT ", I5)p 
FMTD("PARITY ERROR IN NEXT BLOCK AFTER "P 
"; TIMES: "P 159"p "PIS. ), 
FP1("XXX PARITY ERROR; INPUT TAPE 19 FILE # "ft I3), 
FP2C"XXX PARITY ERROR, INPUT TAPE ?s , FILE # 10 .P 13), 
FP3C"XXX PARITY ERROR; INPUT TAPE 1, STEP 2p FILE#"ftI1) 
oFP4("XXX PARITY ERROR ; INPUT TAPE 2, STEP 2, FILE#flpI3) 
,FP5("XXX PARITY ERROR, OUTPUT TAPE, STEP 1 9 FTLE#"ftI3) 




BEGIN INTEGER IpI1PI2PJP1( 
REAL TM, T 
OWN 	BOOLEAN Z 	 ; 
LABEL L1PL2 co  
OWN ARRAY BE0:1P0:101 	 ; 
FORMAT OUT FMTP ("01", X2, 12, X?, IB, X2, F9.3, " GRATING",X50), 
FMTR ("02", X2, 12, X2, 13, X2, F9,3, " CALIBRATION", 
X46) 
TM + AC121130:17) 	Ar27,r2388) 
FOR I 8= 4 STEP 4 UNTIL N-i DO 	 BEGIN 
T + AII1q(128111 
J + 8 
DO J a J 	1 UNTIL T a VAL[J) 
FOR I1 := 0 , 1 DO 
FOR K 8= 1 STEP i UNTIL 9 DO 
Bfi1,K-13 8= B[I19K] 
8[0,9] + j 
8(1.'9] + TM + ACT)0(23:83 	A[I]•(31810]/1000 
FOR J 8= 1P3,5 DO 	 BEGIN 
FOR II 8= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
IF R(0,I1] # J 	 THEN 
GO TO Li 
FOR II 8= 5 STEP I UNTIL 9 DO 
IF REO,Ill 0 J - 1 	 - HEN 
GO To Li ; 
CTIJIFIL) 8= cTi(IFIL] + 1 
TIMC1,IFILPCT1EIFIL31 8= 8(1,5i 
WRITE (FILp1,0 EMU', IFIL, CT1IIFILJ, TIM[1,IFIL,CT1IIFIL1)) 




IF NOT Z 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
FOR Ti 8= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO 
IF B(0 , 181 2 4 	 THEN 
GO TO L2 
FOR T1 8= 6 STEP 1 UNTIL, 9 DO 
IF (BEOpylj < 4) OR (B(0,I13 > 5) 	THEN 
GO TO L2 
7 8= TRUE 
CT2CIFIL1 := cT2rIFIL1 + 1 
TIM(2,IFIL,CT2IIFILT] := 300 + Br1,53 




ENO 	 ; 
RNTIM := TIME(2) 
DATE(FIL2) 
IPAR := 
READ (FIL7p I, FOR I:=0 STEP 1 INTIL 	0) VAS , [II) 
READ (FILr, /, ZP PP Pip TOP M) 	 ; 
READ (FIL7P /.0 FOR I:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL 	03 TFL(' ) 
IF1 := 
READ (FIL7p /p I)[1 1P1 
IF1 := 3 
L 1 8: 	CLOSE (FIL712 RELEASE) 
LP/A: 
DT[01 := 0 
LFIL: Ni := WORD (SW11(IFILIP LBL) 
IF LBL=1 THEN GO TO L8 ELSE Jr tRL=2 14FN 	TO 
DT[01,[1 2 :61 	IFL/ + 1 
:= 4*(N1 DIV 3) 	Ni MOD 3 	 ; 
Kt := (N1-2) DIV 63 
K? 	(N1.•2) MOD 63 
STRM1 (S 4 I1[IFIL1(0)P A[01p K1P 	) 
CALC1(N1) 
RELEASE (switrIFIL)) 
LA; 	N2 := WORD (SWI 2 rIFILls 04 1.) 
IF LH! =1 THEN GO TO L9 ELSE IF [ _ IL= 	—4 c . 	T 
N. := 4x(N2 DIV 3) 	N2 MOD 3 
Kt := (N2-2) DIV 63 
K? := (N?...?) MOD 63 p 
STRM1 (SWI2CIFIL1(0)p B(0] 	K1P 	4 ?) 
RELEASE (sNi2rIFIL3) 
K3 3= A[1] 
4 ;= Pm] 
oTti0031 t= AID) 
DTr10043 := 9[0] 
J1 := J2 := ? 
LP3A: 
i is 	N 	1r pir01,[i8:30 = 0 
FOR I:= 0 STEP 2 UNTIL 498 DU 	 AFGPI 
LIC: 
L1A: 
TF I+J1+2 > Ni 	 THEN BEGIN 
J1 := 1 — I 
Ni := WORD (SWITIIFILlp LBL) 
IF LRL=1 THEN GO TO L10 ELSE IF 1BL=2 THEN GO TO LP1 
Ni := 4x(N1 DIV 3) + Ni MOD 3 
K1 := (N1 - 1) DIV 63 
K2 := (N1 - 1) MOD 63 
STRM2 (SwI1TIFIL3(0), A[D], Klp 63, K2) 
TM3 + AT0T9[30:17] 	A(1)0(23:8] 
CALC1(N1) 
RELEASE (SWI1TIFILl) 	 END 
IF I+J2+2 > N2 	 THEN BEGIN 
J2 := 1-/ 3 
N2 := WORD (SWI2EIFILTp LBL) 
IF LRL=1 THEN Gil TO Lil ELSE IF LBL=2 THEN GO TO LP4 
N2 := 4x(N2 DIV 3) + N2 MOD 3 
Ki := (N7 - 1) DIV 63 
K2 := (N2 - 1) MOD 63 
STRM2 (SwI2TIFIL)(0), BTO), Kip 63, K2) 
TM4 f B(0]9[30:17] - B(119[23:8] 
RELEASE (SWI2CIFILT) 	 END 
IF A(I+J1] =0 	 THEN BEGIN 
TMI F TM: + 256.0 
JI := Ji + 1 
GO TO Lic 	 END 
IF Bri+,121 = o THEN BEGIN 
TM2 + TM2 + 25690 
J2 := J2 + I 
GO TO L14 	 END 	; 
IF I = 0 	 THEN 
IF DT(0).[18:30] = 0 	 THEN BEGIN 
K3 9- A[1],[30:17]-A[2],[2318] 
K4 9. BE119[30:17)-B(21,(23:13] 	 END 
ELSE BEGIN 
K3 	Ar03.(30:17)-A[1]9C23:81 
K4 9. 8/01.[30117]-8[1].(23:8] 	 END 
DT[2x1+3],[14229] := 	10E121293 
OT[2x1+3],[43:5] 	:= A[I+J1 	]0(43:5] 
nT[ 7 xI+4],[14:29] := A[I+J1+1],[12:29] 
OT[2x1+4],[43:5] 	:- 4[I+J1+1],fh3:51 
DTE2xI+51,[14:29] := PI[T+J2 	],f12:29] 
nT[2x1+5],[43:5] 	:= 3 
0T[2x1+63,[14:29] := R[I+J2+1] 4 [12:29] 
DT[2x1+61,[43:51 	:= 
9T[2xI+3]4[25:8] + OTE2x1+11.[33:10],1000 + TM3 
1'02 4• DTE7xI+5],[25:8] + OT[9x1+9].[33:10]/1000 + TM4 
Iv THi 0 TM2 	 THEN 
	
HE G I 
IF ABS(TH1-TH2) r. 0.001 	 THEN 
GO TO L5 
IF ABS(TH1-TM2) < 0.700 	 THEN BEGIN  
IF TH1 > TM2 	 THEN BEGIN 
J2 t J2 + 2 
GO TO L1A 	 rNn 
ELSE BEGIN 
J1 4. Ji 	2 
GO TO LAC END 
END 
1Tr1i.[30:17] F K3 	11[3],r25:] 
r1r21.[30217] f K4 + 0TI51.1"25:81 
WRITE fFII2[NO]p FMTC, N) 
WRITE (SW01[IFIL+IF1], Np OTC*]) 
fJUT2 fDTp N+3, FIL2) 
IF TMI < TM2 	 THEN BEGIN 
N1 + 0 
J1 4- J2 4. 1 
GO TO Li 	 END 
N2 4- 0 
.!1 F J2 + 1 
GO TI) LI 
IF DT[2xI+3],[33:10] HOD 50()==.0 AND 70498 	THEN 	BEG'. 
DT[0],[18:30] 	OT[01,r1;30] + I 
IF DT[0],[1:301 = 1 	 THEN 
OUT7 CDT, N-3p FIL 2 ) 
WRITE (SWO1[IFTLOF1) , ':)5) DT[*]) 
J1 	I + J1 + 2 
J2 f I + J2 +2 
GO TO Li 	 EN ►  
4 N +4 
L5; 
OT(0).E18:301 E OTr0),I18:301 + 
DT[13,[30:17] 	K3 + D -1(3],[25181 
OTt21,[30:173 F K4 + DTE51,(25:8] 
IF DTI07,[18:30) = 1 	 THEN 
OUT2 CDT, N - 39 FIL2) 	 ELSE 
rOR I f 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 00 
IF DTE0).(18:30) MOD P = I 	 THEN 
OUT2 (DTs N•1, FIL2) 
WRITE (SWO1[IFIL+IF1], Ns OT[*)) 
500 + J1 
500 + J2 
OR (0TE0),(18001 5 M) 	 THEN 
GO To Li 
L2; 	IFLI := 1F , .1 	1 
OUT2 (DT, 1002, FIL2) 
DIJO] 	0 
IF IFL1 < IFLIIFIL1 	 THEN  
WRITE CFIL2[PAGE]) 
GO TO LFIL 	 END  
IFL1 	0 
LOCK (swilrIFIL), RELEASE) 
LOCK (SWI2rIFIL]s RELEASE) 
IF IFI = 0 	 THEN  
CLOSE (SWO1EIFIL+IF179 *) 	 ELSE 
REWIND (SW01(TFIL+IF1j) 
WRITE (FILP[PAGE)) 
IFIL := IFIL + 1 
IF IFIL < TP 	 THEN  
GO TO LFIL 
RNTIM1 := (TIMEC2) 	RNTIM)/60 







IFIL 1= 0 
LP5A: 
L2B: 	N := wORD(SW01[IFIL], LBL) 
IF LBL = 1 THEN GO TO L4 	ELSE IF LBL = 2 THEN GO TO LP4 
READ (SWO1EIFILLip 	DTE*1 
WRITE CFIL29 FMTB, FOR Is=7,100 DTEN-I1) 
WRITE (PIL2ENOT, FMTC, N) 
0uT2 (DT, N-3, Fa?) 	 ; 
SPACE (SWO1EIFIL), P-2)ft43 
L3s 	FOR I 2 2 0 STEP 1 UNTIL P14:1 00 	 BEGIN 
LP6A: 
Jl 	DT[0] , [12:6] 
N s= WORD (SW0ITIFILTp LBL) 
IF LBL = 1 THEN GO TO L4 ELSE IF LBL = 2 THEN GO TO LP6 
READ CSW01(IFIL19 N, 0TE*1) 
IF DT[0],[12:6] t Jl 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
SPACE (SwOlrYFILTp - D7(0)Q(18:303) 
GO TO L2R 	 END 
IF (DTEOT,[18:30] MOD P) # I 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
SPACE(Sio1rIFIL1;P+I-(DT(019TI.53:301 MOD P))[L4:Lp6] 
OUT2 (DTp N-ip FTL2) 
GO TO LP6A 	 END 
WRITE (FIL2[No], EMIG, N) 	 • 
OUT2 (DT, Ni,61 	FIL2) 	 END 	; 
SPACE (SWO1[IFIL/0 P-p1)[L43 
GO TO L3 
RNTIMI g= (TIME(2) 	RNTIMI/60 
WRITE (FIL2(PAGE), FmTA0 RNTImi) 
IFIL := IFIL + 1 
IF 7F1 = 0 	 THEN 
IF IFIL < TP THEN 
GO TO L2B 
LOCK (SWOi[IFIL] , RELEASE) 
GO TO LEND co 
L 9 : 	SPACE (SWIl(IFIL), 1)[L2:L9] 
L81 	SPACE (SWI2CIFILlp 1)[L2:1.8] 	 ; 
L10: SPACE (SWI2[IFIL]p 1)[L2:1.101 ; 
L11: SPACE CSWI1EIFIL3p 1)(L2:Lil] 
0'1: 	WRITE (FIL2[DRL] , FPI, IFIL) 
RELEASE (SWI1[IFIL1) 
Ni s= N2 := 0 	 ; 
WRITE (FILP1p FMTD, D110].[12:6], DTC01QI18:301pOT[1].E30:1730 
DT[23(30:17]) 	 ; 
IPAR t= IPAR + 1 	 ; 
IF IPAR > 10 THEN GO TO LEND 
GO TO LP1A 
LP2: 	WRITE (FIL2(DBL3P FP2, IFIL) 
RELEASE (SWI2CIFIL1) 
Ni 8= N2 i= 0 	 ; 
WRITE (FILP18 FMTD, DT(OloT123630 oT[03,4[18:30]poT[1],(30:17), 
OTE210E30:171) 
IPAR := IPAR + 1 	 ; 
IF IPAR > 10 THEN GO TO LEND 
GO TO LP1A 
LP3s 	WRITE (FIL2EDBLI9 FP3p IFIL) 	 ; 
RELEASE (SWIIEIEIL1) 
NI. 2= N2 := 0 	 ; 
J1 s= J2 := 1 
WRITE (FILP1p FMTD, OT(0].E12s6)9 oT[0],[18s3o]poT[1],[30:17], 
DT(2),C30:17]) 
IPAR := IPAR + 1 
IF IPAR > 10 THEN GO TO LEND 
GO TO LP3A 	 ; 
LP4: 	WRITE CFIL2EDBL1, FP4, IFIL) 
RELEASE (SWI2CIFIL1) 
N1 s= N2 := 0 
J1 s= J2 := 1 
WRITE (FILPip FMTD, nT[0].E12:619 DT[0]0[18 1 3'2r, OT(1],[30117), 
DT[7]0[30:17]) 
IPAR := IPAR + 1 
IF IPAR > 10 THEN GO TO LEND 
GO TO LP3A 
LP5: 	WR I TE ( FIL2[DBL), FPS, IFIL) 	 ; 
RELEASE (SW01(IFIL1) 
IPAR := IPAR + 1 
IF IPAR > 10 THEN GO TO LEND 
GO TO LP5A 
061 	WRITE (FIL2CDBL3 , FP6, IFIL) 
RELEASE cswoiriFIL1) 
/PAR := IPAR + 1 
IF IPAR > 10 THEN GO TO LEND 
GO TO LP6A 
LEND: 
BEGIN LABEL L1'L2 
FILE FILPN 0 (1P10) 
ALPHA ARRAY AC0193 
REWIND (FILPI) 	 ; 
WRITE (FIL2EPAGE3) 
L11 	READ (FILP1P 10P Ar*7)[1.23 
WRITE (FILPNP 10' AC*)' 
WRITE (FIL2P 	10, AC*7) 
GO TO LI 
L2: 	CLOSE (FILP1, PURGE) 	 ; 
END 
END 
COMMENT •"" FM DATA CONVERTER PROGRAM, PART 2, ADDITION OF WAVELENGTH 	; 
BEGIN INTEGER I,JPL,NPSN,FL,TPIpyPO,BLKpINTPpLALK 
REAL TM, LAMBDA 
ARRAY T[0:105, 0150POS47P LMS[0:4]p STT,STP[0225] 	 ; 
ALPHA ARRAY A[081022] 	 ; 
INTEGER ARRAY SCANr0:403 
LABEL L1PL29L3pL4pL5 	 ; 
BOOLEAN 






FILE 	FMDATA6 2 "FMDATA" "FILE6" (1P 1010, SAVE 365)p 
FMDATA? 2 "FMDATA" "FILET" (1P 1010, SAVE 365)p 
FMDATA8 2 "FMDATA" "FILE8" (1, 1010, SAVE 365)p 
FMDATA9 2 "FMDATA" "FILE9" (1, 1010, SAVE 365) 
SWITCH PILE SHIN 4- TSIO6, TS1O7P TSIORP TSIO9, TSI10 
SWITCH FILE SHOUT 	FMDATA6p FMDATATp FMDATA8p FMDATA9 
FILE OUT FIL2 6 (5915) 	 ; 
FORMAT OUT FMT1 (2(18, X8)p I5)p 
FMT2 (4(I4P"00"pX1PI2pX19I3P"."9/3pX1,I4,".0"pX3)PI4), 
FMT3 (129" HOORS"PI3p" MINUTES"PI3p" SECONDS"p X10p 
"TIME "P 16) 	 ; 
FORMAT OUT FMTA (4(I1OPX10)) 





BEGIN INTEGER I,JpTM,T19112,T3 
LIST LIST! CT1,T2,T3,TM), 
LIST2 (FOR I a 3 STEP 4 UNTIL N'P3 DO (FOR J a OP1p2P3 DO E 
A(14, J/0[1?13]9A[I+J) 0 (43s51, ACI+J).(25i8lip ACT+J),(33S103p A(I+J). 
[itigill], (7+1) DIV 4]) 	 3 	 1'0 
FIR I 4- 1,2 DO 	 BEGIN 
TM 4 A[I].(30:17) 
T1 4 TM DIV 3600 
T2 4 (TM ° 3600x71) DO/ 60 
T3 a TM - 3600xT1 - 60x12 
WRITE (F1, FMT3, LIST1) 	 END 	I 
IF (N-3) MOD 4 0 0 	 THEN 
FOR 	+ N+1 STEP 1 WHILE (146N°3) MOD 4 0 0 DO 
AEI] 	0 
WRITE (F1, FMT2, LIST2) 
END 
PROCEDURE WORD (FILEID, N, LEOF, LPAR) 
FILE FILEID 
INTEGER N 
LABEL LEOF, LPAR 
BEGIN STREAM PROCEDURE S (A,B) 
BEGIN 	SI a A 
DI 4-13 
SI 4 SI - 8 
0S F WOS 
END 
READ (FILEIDENO3)(LEOF$LPAP) 
S (FILEID(0)p N) 
END 
BEGIN INTEGER I,j,K 
LABEL L1'L2 
FORMAT IN FMT1 (5(F7,2,X3))P 
FMT2 (2(/4, X6)); 
FMT3 (X13P F903) 
LIST LIST,. (FOR I 	0,1p2,3p4 DO LMBEI3), 
LIST2 (FOR K 0,1P2P3P4 DO TrIpJpK3) 
READ (FIL3p FMT2, OTP, LBLK) 
READ (FIL3, FMT1, LIST1) 
Ll: 	READ (FIL30 FMT2P yP j)(L23 	 ; 
READ (FIL30 FMT3P LIST2) 
GO TO Ll 
L2: 	CLOSE (FIL3p RELEASE) 
END 
FL * 
TPI 4. TPO + SN 	0 
WORD (SWINCTPID. Np L3, L1) 
READ CSWIN[TPI39 Np A(40) 
BLK + BLK + 1 
IF ACO3*(18830) < 10 AND NOT Z 
IF FL * "1 
SCAN(FL] 4' SN 
SN 	L 4• 0 
FL 4. FL + 1 
IF FL MOD 5 = 0 AND FL # 0 
CLOSE CSWOUT(TPOlp *) 
TPO 	TPO + 1 
STT(FL] + AE110(30:1171 
BLK + 1 
Z + TRUE 
THEN 
THEN 















IF A[030E18303 > 100 	 THEN 
Z + FALSE 
STP(FL] + A(1]0(30217) 	 ft 
Ar030[68123 + N 
Ar03.[18;6] + FL + 1 	 ft 
AUllor24:12] + SN + 1 
A(03.r3612) + BLK 	 ft 
IF A(21(30g17) < TIFLpSN903 - 1.0 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
WRITE (SWOUTETP0], N, Af*3) 
GO TO Li 	 END I 
FOR I + 4 STEP 4 UNTIL (IF BLK=1 THEN N-.3 ELSE N"1) DO 	BEGIN 
TM. A(2).(30i17) " Ar330[258] 	A(1[258] 	A(13.[33:101/ 
1000 	 ft 
IF TM < T[FL,SN,031 	 THEN 
GO TO L2 	 ft 
IF TCFLpSNPL3 0 TEFLpsN,L+1] 	 THEN 
LAMBDA 	LMB(L] + (TM“[FL , SNPL))x(LMBEL+13"LMB(L3)/ 
(T[FLPSN,L+1)"T(FLpSN9L)) 
FOR J * ..100pip2 DO 
ACI+J3p(18133 + ENTIER (LAMBDA+005) 
IF TM > T[FLPSNPL+13 	 THEN BEGIN 
L + L 	1 
IF L ?. 4 	 THEN BEGIN 
IF T[FLpSN+190] = 99999,999 	THEN BEGIN 
WHILE A(03,(18 130]>10 DO 
READ (SWIN[IPI]p 10 A[tg])EL31L17 
SPACE (SWINETPI1P 
GO TO Ll 	 END 
L + 0 	 1 
SN 41, SN 1 	 END 
END 
L21 	 END I 
IF BLK MOD LBLK 2 0 	 THEN 
00'3 (AP NP FTL2) 	 1 
WRITE (SWOUT[TPO]p N, A[ 4 ]) 
GO TO Li 
L31 	SCANCFL] + SN 
A[01 + 0 
REWIND CSWIN[TPI)) 
TPI + TPI + 1 
IF TPI < INTP 	 THEN 
GO TO Ll 
WRITE (FILVPAGE)) 
FOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL FL DO 
WRITE (FIL2P FMT1, STT[I], STPCILP scAN rI 3) 
END 
COMMENT 	COMMUTATOR REDUCTION PROGRAM (NEW) 
BEGIN INTEGER I,JPKPLPNpFIL,CNT1pCNT2pPAGE1,PAGE29BLK 
INTEGER ARRAY M[0828] 	 ; 
REAL T10. 29T3,SLOPEPV0pV1PV2 
ALPHA ARRAY A[03350] 
LABEL L1PL2PL3pL4 
LABEL LP1 
ARRAY B[0:28;08950], CEO:28:20:401, DE021501; PoT[0230] 
FILE OUT FIL3 6 (5P15)p 
FIL4 6 (5P15) 
FILE IN 	FDTC1 "COMMUTR" "FDTC1" C1P300)P 
FDTC2 "COMMUTR" "FDTC2" (1P300)9 
FDTC3 "COMMUTR" "FDTC3" (1;300) 
SWITCH FILE SWFIL F FOTC1P FDTC29 FDTC3 
FILE FDISK DISK SERIAL E186003 (29200) 
FORMAT OUT FMT1 CX43p"COMMUTATED DATA"/X40P"NATURAL SKY BACKGROUND"///, 
X13p"ANGLE IN DEGREES 	SUL",X6p"PC CLUTCH VOLTAGES", 
X12p"TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES F"/" TIME GMT 	RFL SUN", 
" 	SPT AZ MON 	AZIMUTH DIFF ELEVATION DIFF 
PC FRM MNB TMB ELB"///p 
FMT1ACX43p"COmMUTATED DATV/X40,"NATURAL SKY BACKGROUND"////, 
X27;"VOLTAGES"/" TIME GMT 	MAIN ELCT 	TM 	REF", 
" 	THERM 	PC"//); 
FMT2 (X113P "PAGE"; I2)P 
FMT3 (X68; X1OP 5(I3,X2)); 
FMT4 (X279 I3p X3p F3 c 1P X2p 2C2(F4,1P X1)9 I2P X31), 
FMT5 (I2P"8 Q0 py2,"8"PF4.1P X29 3(I4P Xi)), 
FMT6 (I2P" 2 "pI2,"i",F491; X30; 2(F401P X2))p 
FMT7 (X14; 4(F4,1P X21)9 
FMT8 (X5P"NUMRER OF BLOCKS USED"PI10) 
LIST LIST1 (T1, T29 T3P P(11p P[3]; P[2])P 
LIST2 (FOR L i 495 0 6,8 DO PEL3p T1p PC71, P[91; 12), 
LIST3 (FOR L 4. 12 STEP 1 UNTIL 16 DO P[L]); 
LIST4 (P[181; P[1931) P(17]; PE281)P 
LISTS (T1,T2PT3PV10V2) 
DEFINE FORJ x FOR J 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL * 
REAL PROCEDURE MIN(ApB);VALUE APB3REAL APB;MINI-IF A<B THEN A ELSE B 










BEGIN 	STREAM PROCEDURE 	S 	(ApB) 3 
BEGIN 	SI 	+ 	A 3 
DI 	+ 	R 
SI 	+ 	SI 	"" 	8 3 
DS 	+ 	IDS 3 
END S 
LABEL 	L1PL2PL3 3 
L11 	READ 	(FEN01)ELEOFIL2) 3 
S(F(0), 	N) 3 
READ 	(F, 	N, 	A(*]) 3 
GO TO L3 
L2 2 	RELEASE 	(F) 3 
GO 	TO 	LI 
433 
END REED 3 
REAL 	PROCEDURE 	AVG 	(APN) 3 
VALUE N 3 
ARRAY 	A[O] 3 
INTEGER 	N 3 
BEGIN 	INTEGER 	IPM 3 
REAL 	T19T2PAVPS 
T1 	+ 	12 	+ 	0 3 
FOR 	I 0 	STEP 	1 	UNTIL 	N°1 DO BEGIN 
T1 	+ 	T1 	+ 	A(I) 3 
T2 	+ 	T2 	+ 	A(I)*2 END 	3 
AV + TUN 3 
S 	+ 	SQRT(T2/N 	° 	AV*2) 3 
+ T2 + M + 0 3 
FOR 	I 	+ 	0 	STEP 	1 	UNTIL 	N°1 DO 
IF 	ABS(A(I3°AV) 	5 	S THEN BEGIN 
M + M 	+ 3 
TI 	+ 	T1 A[I] 
T2 E T2 	A(I)*2 	 END 3 
AVG 	T1/M 
END AVG 
REAL PROCEDURE RESCX) 	 5 VALUE X 	 5 REAL X 
BEGIN INTEGER I 	 3 REAL I 3 ARRAY RPTPE0:323 
FILL R[tr] WITH 35.17, 42011.0 50.09.0 61014P 76 0 35P 94 0 82.0 120 0 90, 
136077? 156,06? 176071? 202911, 230.23.0 261022? 2970629 
337000.0 374.420 437058P 469081P 489,87.0 514o29P 561o43P 
5890829 635,10? 670 0 49p 730 0 009 790,00? 855000P 926000? 
100000P 1080.0? “6000 
FILL TP(*] WITH 1300, 120 0 0P 110.09 100,0.0 	90.0P 	8000, 	70.0, 
65.0? 	60,0, 	5500? 	50,0, 	45,0? 40,0? 35 0 0, 
30 0 0P 25.0.0 2005? 18.0? 16,5? 	15,0, 	12.5, 
1100, 	990, 	To5P 	5 0 0, 	205, 0 0 0 o 
°705P •.1000 
I +1'1 
DO I 4- 	i UNTIL CR(I3 > X) OR (I > 31) 
IF I > 31 	 THEN 
99999999 0 9 	 ELSE 
IF I = 0 	 THEN 
T (R[03 	X)*(TPI1) 	TP(0))/(REO] 	R[1]) 	TP[03 
ELSE 
T F (R[I] 	X)x(TP(13 	TP[I..1))/CR(I3 	R[I ■ 1]) 
+TPU] 
RES F T 	 END 	RES 3 
FIL F 2 
SPACE (SWFIL[FILI, 1) 
CNT1 f CNT2 	BLK 	0 
PAGE1 a PAGE2 4- 1 
WRITE (FIL3P FMT2, PAGE1) 	 3 
WRITE (FIL4P FMT2p PAGE2) 
WRITE (FIL3P FMT1) 
WRITE (FILLIP FMT1A) 	 3 
WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN 
IF BLK > 500 THEN GO TO L4 3 
FOR 14- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 28 DO 
MCI] 4. -1 
L1 1 	REED (SWFILCFILL) A, ND L4) 
BO( 	BLK + 1 
Ar01 N 
FOR I 4.. 3 STEP 1 UNTIL N...1 DO 
IF A(130(43 1 51 = 1 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
B[104[1]401114, 11 	A11),(14:111 	 ; 
B[O , H[034.MCO3+1] A[110E30:17]•AE310(2538)+A(110[2518] 
+MI30E333101/1000 	 END 	; 
WRITE (FDISK, NP Are]) 
IF MC1) 5 760 	 THEN 
GO TO Ll 
REWIND (FDISK) 
FOR J a 2 STEP 1 UNTIL 25, 27p 28 DO 	 BEGIN 
L23 	READ (FDISK[N0], 10 AI*3)(L3) 
N 	A(03 
READ (FDISK , NP AC*1) 	 3 
FOR I 	3 STEP 1 UNTIL N.ei DO 
IF A(110i43s53 = J 	 THEN 
BEJ,MIJ14-M[j1+1] A(I)0E14g111 
GO TO L2 	 ; 
1.33 	REWIND (FDISK) END 	; 
FOR I 4- 1,2p25,27 DO 
D[Y] 	AVG(8170*3p M[I]) 
SLOPE 4- 4,0/0)(13-DI23) 
VO 4.. D[2] - 100/SLOPE 
V1 4- (D1273 	V0)xsLOPEx3 0 84 
V2 4- (D1259 Q° VO))4SLOPEx3093 
FOR I 4. 0 STEP 25 UNTIL HINEME5DpM[24]) DO 	 BEGIN 
K 	I DIV 25 
FORJ 24 DO D1j1 t 03(5074.J3 	VO)xSLOPE 
FORJ 24 DO DEJ-0-253 F ;BC24014-J3 	VO)gSLOPE 
CI5 , K1 	AVG(DP 50) 	 END 	; 
FOR I 	0 STEP 75 UNTIL MIWM(310 ME101) DO 	 BEGIN 
K DIV 75 
FORJ 74 DO D[j3 	CEIC3PZ,J3 m  VO)xSLOPE 
FORJ 74 DO DEJ 4 753 	0E1OpI+J1 	VO)xSLOPE 
Cr3 , K) 	AVG(Dc 150) END 
FOR I 4. 0 STEP 75 UNTIL M[4]°75 DO 
K 4- I DIV 75 
FORJ 74 DO DIji t (13[4,/+J] 	V0)XSLOPE 
C[4,K] 4- AVG(D; 75) 
FOR L F 697,8,9 DO 
FOR I F 0 STEP 75 UNTIL MINCMIL3; M[L+14]) DO 
K 	I DIV 75 
FORJ 74 DO D(j) E (B(L9I4J3 	VO)XSLOPE 
FORJ 74 DO D[J 4 75] 4- (B(L4-14,I4J, ° VO)XSLOPE 
C[L,K) a AVG(D, 150) 
FOR L t 17, 18, 199 28 DO 
FOR I 4- 0 STEP 150 UNTIL MU) 	DO 
K 4- I DIV 150 
FOR J F 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 149 DO 
OCji 	(B[LpI+J] 	V0)XSLOPE 
C[L,K] 4- AVG(D, 150) 
FOR L 4- 10 STEP 1 UNTIL 16 DO 
FOR I 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M[L] DO 
B[L,I] 4- (8[L,I] 	VO)XSLOPE 
CEL , 1/ 4- AVG(8[L,*], MEL]) 
FOR I f 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 29 DO 
T[I] 4- B[0,Ix25] 
FOR L a 11,13,14 , 15916 DO 
P[L] F RES(11500xCEL,130(V1°C[L91]) - 665) 
P(10] 4- RES(4957,7wC(10911/(23,01 ° C[10,1]) - 185 0 5) 
P(12] • REsc8431.6xc[ 1 2,1]/(v2 - C(12,13) ° 4840) 
WRITE (FIL3EN0/9 FMT3, LIST3) 
FOR I 4. 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
P(173 	2085xC(17,I1 
P[18] 4- 80021)(C(18,I] 
P[19] 4. 6,969xC(19p1] 
P(28] 	C(28,73 
WRITE (FIL4[NO), FMT7 9 LIST4) 
FOR J 4- 2xI, 2wI4.1 DO 
P[5] 4- Cr3,J3 
FOR L 4- 697,899 DO 















P14] + IF C(4,J) > 3058 THEN 681,11 	C[4PJ]x89.46 ELSE 
IF CI4pJ1 > 1.0 THEN 213.89 • C(40J]x47.81 ELSE 225003 
Ti 	200xABS(P(61 • P[8])/(P[6] + PI81) 
T2 200xABS(pC71 • Pr91)/(P[7] + p[9]) 	 ; 
WRITE (FIL3[ND]. EMT40 LIST2) 
Ti 	T[K] DIV 3600 
12 + (T[K] 	T1x3600) DIV 60 	 3 
T3 4 T[K] • 3600xT1 	60xT2 
WRITE (FIL4P FMT6, LISTS) 
CNT2 	CNT2 +1 
IF CNT2 > 50 	 THEN BEGIN  
CNT2 4 0 
PAGE2 4- PAGE2 +1 	 j 
WRITE (FIL4[PAGE]) 3 
WRITE (FIL4p FMT2p PAGE2) 
WRITE (FTL4p FMTiA) 	 END 
FOR K 
	
	3xJ, 3xj+1p 3xJ+2 DO 	 BEGIN 
PC2] + (-90.0 + (T[K] - 25200)/240)/57099578 
P12] 4- COS(P121) "' 00070 	 3 
IF P121 # 1.0 	 THEN 
P13j 4- 1,570796 " ARCTAN1P123/59RT(1•P[2]*2)) 
ELSE 
P(31 4- 1,570796 
P13] 4- P[3]x57.29578 
C[5pK] 	C150K1x28 0 5/P(18] 
THEN 	
3 
IF C[50K] < 1032 
C[5 0 K) 4- 1.32 
P[2] 4 62.44x(CC5PK1 	40873 + 00011xP[3]) 
IF P(2] < •20.0 	 THEN 
PC21 4- P12] + 265,8 
P[1] 4 P(2] - P13] 
Ti 	'UK] DIV 3600 
T2 4. (T[K] 	T1x3600) DIV 60 
T3 4- ILK, • 36000. 1 	60xT2 	 3 
WRITE (FIL3. FMT59 LISTI) 
CNT1 	CNT1 +1 	 ; 	 0 
IF CNT1 > 51 THEN BEGIN 
CNT1 F 0 
PAGE1 F PAGE1 ¢ I 
WRITE (FIL3(PAGE)) 
WRITE (FILL FMT2, PAGE1) 




L4: 	WRITE (FIL3CPAGE)) 
WRITE (FIL3P FMT8, BLK) 
END, 
COMMENT 	DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR OBTAINING INTENSITY DATA AND 
POLARIZATION DATA AT A GIVEN TIMEo 	THE PROGRAM WILL OBTAIN 
ABSOLUTE INTENSITIES IF THE REFERENCE GENERATOR WAS 
OPERATING PROPERLY, BUT IT WILL ALSO FURNISH RELATIVE 
INTENSITIES IF THE GENERATOR AND QUARTER WAVE PLATE DRIVE HAS 
STOPPEDo INPUT DATA MUST BE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMATS 
CARD 1 	COLUMN 1"5 	STARTING TIME 
COLUMN 11-15 STOPPING TIME 
COLUMN 21-24 	WAVLENGTH INTERVAL FOR SAMPLES 
CARD 2 	COLUMN 1-5 MINA VALUE FOR "SHUTTER" 
COLUMN 11-15 	MAX, VALUE FOR "SHUTTER" 
COLUMN 21-26 541E SHUTTER ATTENUATION (REAL) 
COLUMN 31-36 	541A SHUTTER ATTENUATION (REAL) 
COLUMN 41-46 APPROX, GENERATOR FREQUENCY 
CARD 3 	COLUMN 1-7 	541E GEN, PHASE ANGLE (REAL) 
COLUMN 11-17 541A GEN, PHASE ANGLE (REAL) 
COLuMN 21-24 	MINIMUM WAVELENGTH FOR 541A TUBE 
COLUMN 26"29 MAXIMUM WAVELENGTH FOR 541E TUBE 
COLUMN 31-33 	COMPUTE OPTION FOR GEN, DATA 
COLUMN 34-36 COMPUTE OPTION FOR PM DATA 
COLUMN 37-41 	PRINT OPTION FOR GEN, DATA 
COLUMN 42-46 PRINT OPTION FOR PM DATA 
BEGIN INTEGER INTVP STRTTM, STPTM? N 
FILE OUT FIL2 6 (5, 15)P 
FPUNCH 0 (5, 15) 
DEFINE HOTIME 	CAr13,E30:171 	A(2)0(30:173)/2 # 
FORMAT OUT FMT1 ("MALFUNCTION OF AC GENERATOR"/"ONLY RELATIVE"? 
" INTENSITIES ARE OBTAINED"), 
FMT2 (X1, 14), 
FMT3 (MP E10 0 3, X13, 2(F402, X8), F501), 
FMT4 (X19, E10o3, 2(X8, F402); X9, F5o1), 
FMT5 (X72, 2(R902? X13))P 
FMT6 (X70, 2((13; R992))P 
FMT7 ("PROCESSOR TIME ", F6 0 1, " SECONDS"/"IN-OUT TIME 
F601P " SECONDS"); 
FMTB (X479 "NATURAL SKY UV BACKGROUNDS"/X53, 
"INTENSITY DATA"/X48, "ALTITUDE8 " JP 13, " P lI p TiP 
FORMAT IN 
"00 FEET"/X41, "STARTING SCATTER ANGLES ", F5e1P 
" DEGREES"/X41, "STOPPING SCATTER ANGLES ", F5.1, 
" DEGREES", X17, 
"AMB TEMP (F) " P I3/X93, 	"AVG. SOL, MON. ", F3.1/ 
X87, "AVG. AZ. POS. (DEG.) ", 13//X14, "INTENSITY", X8, 
"DEGREE OF", X16k "ANGLE OF", X11, "RELATIVE", 
X14, "STANDARD"/X13, "UW/SQ.CM./NM", X5, 
"POLARIZATION ELLIPTICITY POLARIZATION", X9, 
"INTENSITY", X13, "DEVIATION"/"LAMBDA", X5, "541F", 
X7, "541A 	", 2(X2, "541F 541A"), 
541F 541A", 2(X7P "541F"P X70 "541A")///), 
FMT9 ("STARTING TIME "PI2P":"PI2,"0/12/"STOPPING TIME "P12, 
"S",I2p"S",I2//"MINIMUM WAVELENGTH "' 15/ " MAXIMUM WA " , 
" VELENGTH ", 15/14P" INTERVALS OF "p 13," ANGSTROMS"/), 
FMT10(" PARITY ERROR .07 STEP 1"), 
FMT11(" PARITY ERROR w" STEP 2"), 
FMT12(" PARITY ERROR .=°' STEP 3"), 
FMT14(" PARITY ERROR -- STEP 5"), 
FMT15("NO MINIMUM AND/OR MAXIMUM FOUND"/“MIN = 2000"/"MAX 
" 4000")p 
FMT16("END OF FILE 	START TIME NOT FOUND"), 
FMT17("CE"P T2P "1 = " P R10 0 3, X50 F10 0 6), 
FMT18("FINAL APPROXIMATION FOR FREQUENCY OF AC", 
" GENERATOR WAS " P R12.5), 
FMT19("PHASE ANGLES // p F8,4/7(X25, "A(", IlP "3 " P F10t5/)/), 
FHT20( " PHASE ANGLE/ " p F8.4/"AMPLITUDES 	"4, F804/ 
3(X25, “At",  Ti,") " P F10115,)/); 
FHT21(10(F 8 05P X3))• 
FHT22( " TUBE 8 ", 12/5(X10, "AF"; Il, ") ", E12,5/)/), 
FMT23("RUN DATE ", 12p "/"P 12; "/", 12), 
FMT24("RUN TIME "S, I20 "8"9 12; "1", 12), 
FMT25("STANDARD DEVIATION " P R1205/X3P 2(R1205, X6), X2' 13), 
FMT26(3(3(F10,5, X3))3P 
FMT27 (I4, Xl, 2(F8.4, X2, F4.2, X2, 2(F56,3, X2))) 	 T 
FMTI1 (2(150 X5),14/2(15; X5); 2(F6,20 X4); F603)0 
FMTI2(2(F704, )(3), 2(740 Xi), 213; 2L5), 
FMTI3 (2(F704 0 )(3), F795) 
REAL PI, PI2 
REAL PROCEDURE ARCCOS (X) 
VALUE X 
REAL X 
IF ABS(X) = 1,0 	 THEN 
ARCCOS • 1057079633xSION(X) 	 ELSE 
ARCCOS 4- 1957079633 	ARCTAN(X/S0RT(190...X*2)) 
COMMENT ARC TANGENT PROCEDURE WHOSE OUTPUT IS BETWEEN 0 AND 2xPI 
REAL PROCEDURE ATAN (AP B) 
VALUE A, B 
REAL A, B 
BEGIN REAL T 
IF' B = 0 	 THEN 
T a 1,57079633xSIGN(A) 	 ELSE 
IF B < 0 	 THEN 
T • 3914159266 + ARCTAN(A/B) 	 ELSE 
T E ARCTAN (A/B) 
IF T < 0 	 THEN 
ATAN F T 	6,28318554 	 ELSE 
ATAN 4- T 
END ATAN 
PROCEDURE DATE (FILEID) 
FILE FILEID 
BEGIN ALPHA D 
INTEGER I,J,K 
LABEL LI 
INTEGER ARRAY MO(1212] 
D 4- TIME(0) 
FILL MO[*] WITH 31928,31,30P31930,31,31P30,31930,31 
K F 10=1)9E18:61 + Do(2436) 
J 	100xD,[30:6] + 10)09(36863 	D,[42:61 
IF J > (IF K MOD 4 = 0 THEN 366 ELSE 365) 	THEN 
GO TO Ll 
I a 0 
FOR I 4. I 	1 WHILE J> 0 0° 	 BEGIN 
J + J MOE') 
IF K MOD 4= 0 AND I= 2 	 THEN 
J + J ' 1 	 END 3 
I 	I 'm 1 
J + J + MOE 13 
WRITE (FILEID, FMT23, I,J,K) 
L11 	K 	TIME(1) DIV 60 
I + K DIV 3600 	 ; 
J 	(K 4  Ix3600) DIV 60 
K K 	lx3600 ° Jx60 
WRITE (FILEID, FMT24, IPJ,K) 
END 
COMMENT CURVEFITTING PROCEDURE °.= EXPLANATION OF OPTIONS 
	
OPTION #1 	STRAIGHT CURVEFITTING 
#2 STRAIGHT CURVEFITTING WITH STD, DEV, PRINTED 
#3 	SAME AS #2 RUT WITH INPUT DATA LISTED 
#4 CURVEFITTING AND REJECTION OF DATA POINTS 
LYING OUTSIDE T STDo DEVIATIONS, THE STD, DEV. 
IS CALCULATED AND PRINTED 
#5 	SAME AS 4 BUT WITH INPUT DATA LISTED 
#6 SAME AS #3 BUT WITH NO LISTING 
SAME AS #5 BUT WITH NO LISTING 




ARRAY XE0,01, A(0] 
INTEGER ARRAY EEO] 
REAL T 
BEGIN INTEGER I,J,K,L0P 
REAL T1, T29 Sp D 
BOOLEAN ZZ 
LABEL Llo L2 
ARRAY ZEO:M°1,01143, B,CCOiN°1] 
LIST LISTI (Sp T1, T2, P), 
LIST2 (FOR 1+0 STEP 1 UNTIL P°1 DO EXCM,13pBEIL,CEI33) 
ZZ 	FALSE 	 s 	 H 
EEO] P N 
FOR I 4. 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
E[I] t 1-1 
Lis 	Ti 4- T2 4- 0 
FOR I 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M-1 DO 
FOR J 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 	 BEGIN 
ZET , J3 4- 0 
FOR K 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL P-1 DO 
Z(T,J) 	XLIpK1xX[J,K] 	 END 	3 
FOR K + M STEP -1 UNTIL 0 DO 	 BEGIN 
D f 0 
FOR I 4. 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO 
IF ABS(ZrI-100]) > D 	 THEN BEGIN 
L 4- I-1 
0 4- ABs(Z[L,01) 	 END 
IF L > 0 	 THEN 
FOR J 4-0 STEP I UNTIL K DO 	 BEGIN 
D 4- Z(L,J1 
ZEL,J1 h ZE0pJ) 
ZCO,J1 	D 	 END 
FOR I 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M - 1 DO 
AU] 4- ZrI,03 	 ; 
FOR J 4- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO 	 BEGIN 
D 4- ZCO,J)/A[O] 
FOR 	STEP 1 UNTIL M-1 DO 
Z[I-1,J-1] 4- Z[IpJ] 	ACI1xD 	 ; 
ZIM-10J-ti 	D 	 END 	END 	3 
IF 0 = 1 	 THEN 
GO TO L2 
FOR I 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL P-1 DO 	 BEGIN 
BET] a AEO]xXr0,1) 
FOR J 	1 STEP 1 UNTIL M-1 DO 
B[I] 4- BrI] 	ACJ1xX[J ➢ /] 
C[I] 4-X[MAI] - B[I] 
T1 4. TI 	CII, 
T2 4- T2 + CEI1*2 	 END 	3 
TI 4- Ti/P 	 H 
T2 4- T2/P 
S 4- SORT (T2 	T1*2) 
IF 0 > 3 AND 0 < 6 	 THEN 
WRITE (FILEIDp FMT26, LIST2) 
IF 0 < 6 	 THEN 
WRITE (FILEID, FMT25, USTI.) 
IF 0 = 3 OR 0 = 5 OR 0 = 7 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
IF ZZ 	 THEN 
GO TO L2 
ZZ 	TRUE 	 ; 
P a 0 
FOR I 4. 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N 1'1 DO 
IF ABS(CrI3) < TxS 	 THEN BEGIN 
FOR J + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
XZJpP] 	XEJ,T3 	 ; 
EEP+1] + I 
P + P + 1 	 END 
EEO] + P 
GO TO L1 	 END ; 
L2SEND COMPUTE 
DATE (FIL2) 
PI 	301415926536 	 ; 
PI2 105707963268 
BEGIN INTEGER I, SCAN, TEMP, AZPOS 
FILE FDISK1 DISK SFRIAL E1i10103 (IP 5, 30)p 
FDISK2 DISK SERIAL E136003 (1P 2s 30)p 
FDISK3 DISK RANDOM [16000] 	3, 30) 
FILE IN 	FILL (2, 10)p 
FMDATA (1P 1023); 
ALTTEMP toCLpNIst, "ALTTEMP" (1P 1010, 8)p 
CONSTS "CLPNTS" CONSTS" (1, 1010; (i)p 
PMAMP "CLPNTS" "PMAMP" (1P 1001) 
FILE OUT FTAPE 2 (3, 1023 ; INTVx6p SAVE 5)p 
FTP1 2 (2P 920, 9P SAVE 2) 
ARRAY SHUTpZETAPETAE021], EpC1E0ifilp TM(Osip0:34CSTPTM ∎ STRITM) 
DIV 203 
INTEGER ARRAY OPT[0 8 2] 
BOOLEAN ARRAY TESTrOS13 	 ; 
REAL LAMBDAO, LAmBDAlp SHUTOp SHuTip OMGAs 
0181, LMB2P ANG1, ANG2P STER, SOLMON 	 3 
LABEL L1P L2P L3 	 3 
SWITCH FILE SWFIL t CONSTS, ALTTEMP 
LIST LIST1 (STRTTMP STPTM• INTV, SHUTOP SHUT1P SHUT[0], SHUT[1], OMGA), 
LIST2 (ZETAEMZETA[1], LMB1PLMB2p OPT[0],OPIMP 
TEST[D] , TEST[1]), 
LIST3 (ETA[0], ETAr13, STER) 




LABEL LE, LP 
BEGIN READ (FENOIP 1, AE*3)ELE:LP3 
N a AC0],[68123 
READ (FP NO ACien 
END 
READ (FIL1, FMTI1, LIST!) 	 3 
READ (FILip FMTI2P LIST2) 
READ (FIL1P FMTI3, LIST3) 
FOR I 4- 0, 1 DO BEGIN 
READ (SWFIL[I]P 8, B[*]) 
COMMENT 	INITIALIZATION BLOCK WHERE ALL CONSTANTS TO BE USED BY THE 
PROGRAM ARE PLACED ON THE DISK FROM TAPE, FROM WHICH THEY 
WILL EVENTUALLY BE READ 
BEGIN INTEGER J, K 
ARRAY 0[0$4] 
IF I = 0 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
C1[0] 4- C1[2] 	B[6] 
Cirll 4- C1[3] 4- 8(73 
C1[4] 4- B[27/2 
FOR J 4- 0 STEP i UNTIL 13(23-1 DO 	 BEGIN 
READ (CONSTS, 5, CE*3) 
WRITE (FOISK1P 5; CE*71) 	 END 
REWIND (CONSTS) 
REWIND (FDISK1) 	 END 
ELSE 	BEGIN 	 0 
C1[5] 4- B[4] 	 3 
c1r63 4. B[5] 	 3 
FOR j F 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 13[2] ■ 1 DO 	 BEGIN 
READ (ALTTEMP, 2, C(*]) 
WRITE (FDISK2, 2, C(*]) 	 END 
REWIND (ALTTEMP) 
REWIND (FDISK2) 	 END ; 
END * 
END ; 
C1[T] F 42120 ; 
ClI83 F 5 
CLOSE (FIL1P RELEASE) 
BEGIN INTEGER I,j,K,LpM,NPP,R 	 3 
REAL A1,B1,SoOMEGA,OMIN,OMAX 	 3 
ARRAY G[0:250], GENPLMB[0:6xINTVl, PME031,086xINTV3P C[0:21] , 
 PMCALE0:1,0:10011 
ALPHA ARRAY A(0210221 
LIST LIST1 (FOR Al 	STRTTM, STPTM DO II 4- Al DIV 3600, j 4- (Al - 
3600x1) DIV 609 Al ° 3600xI w  60xJ1IP LAMBDAO,LAMBDA1, 
M, INTV) 
BOOLEAN 
LABEL L1PL2,L3,04,L6,L7,0 9 L9,00,LE1,LE20LP1,LP2,LP3,LP5 
READ (PMAMP, 8, A[*]) 
FOR I 4- 0,1 DO 
READ (PMAMP, 1001, PMCALCI9*]) 
L 
Z F FALSE 
LAMBDA() 	1 
LAMBDA! 4 0 
COMMENT 	DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM WAVE LENGTH 
DO READ (FMDATA, 4, A[er])[LE1:LP1] UNTIL A(3].(12131 = 0 
DO READ (FMDATA, 4, A(*3)(LE1 8 LP13 UNTIL AE3l 0 (1s131 # 0 
SPACE (FMDATA, 
REED (FMDATA, NP A, LE1P LP1) 
FOR I 4. 7 STEP 4 UNTIL N-1 DO 
IF A[P-4],(1813) = 0 AND A[1(30E1213] 0 0 	THEN 	BEGIN 	 H 
LAMBDA() 41- A(139E1 8 133 0 
GO TO L1 	 END 
Lis 	DO READ (FMDATA, 4, AI*3)(LE2: LP2) UNTIL AC3),(1113] = 0 	1 
SPACE (FMDATA, - 2) 
REED (FMDATA, N, A, LEL, LP1) 	 ; 
FOR I a 7 STEP 4 UNTIL N-1 DO 
IF ACI - 41,(180) 0 0 AND ACI30[1813] = 0 	THEN 	BEGIN 
LAMBDA! + A[T-4].C1813l 	 ; 
GO TO L2 	 END ; 
L2: P 	(N-3) DIV 4 - 
FOR 14- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL P DO 
A(4xI+33,r14:113 	 1 
REWIND (FMDATA) 	 ; 
M F (LAMBDA! • LAMBDAO)/INTV 
WRITE (FIL2p FMT9, LIST1) 	 ; 
COMMENT 	POSITIONING OF TAPE TO STARTING TIME 
L3: READ (FMDATA, 3, Ar*1)[LE2sLP2] 	 ; 
IF Arno[30:17]0A(2),I308173 OR (A(11,[30817]<STRTTM) 
THEN 
GO TO L3 
SPACE (FMDATA, 6. 1) 
SCAN 4. 0 	 1 
COMMENT 
	
	FILLING OF SCRATCH TAPE WITH DATA TO BE USED IN THE 
CALCULATIONS 
L4: REED (FMDATA, NP A, L8p LP3) 
K 4. 3 
IF A(3],[11113] 0 0 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
TM[0, SCAN] a HOTIME 
J a (A[3],[18131 - LAMBDAO) DIV INTV 	 END 
ELSE 	BEGIN 
J a 0 
IF A[N5.1],[1813) 0 0 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
DO K4K+4 UNTIL AE1(30[1313] 0 0 
TM[O, SCAN] 4- HOTIME 	 END 
IF AINIP11,[1:13] = 0 	 THEN 
GO TO L4 	 END ; 
LO: 	FOR I 4- K STEP 4 UNTIL N-1 DO 	 BEGIN 
L 4 L+1 
LMB[1.] 	ACI4-i3,(1813 
DENEL) 4- ACILCI4:113 
PM(O,L3 + PMCALCO,A[14.2]0(14$11)023 
PM(1,0 	PMCALIO,ACI4.330(14t111/23 
IF ACI4.130(14:111>SHUTO AND AtI+1710(14811)<SHUT1 
THEN 
FOR R F 0 , 1 DO 
PM[RPL] 	PMER,L3xSHUTCR7 
IF ACI30(1$131=0 OR (A(I)0I1:131..LAMBDAO) DIV INTV>J 
THEN BEGIN 
J 4- 4+1 
GENII)] 4.. Pmropol 4- PM[1,0) 4- LMB(O] 	L+1 
WRITE (FTAPE, L41, LMEIC*3) 
WRITE (FTAPE, L+1 GEN(*)) 	 J 
WRITE (FTAPE, L 41 , PM(0 ,40) 
WRITE (FTAPE, L 4- 10 PM(1 , * 3 ) 
L 	0 
COMMENT 	DETERMINATION OF ENO OF SCAN CONDITIONS 
IF A[I].(1213) = 0 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
TMPIP SCAN) 4. HOTIME 
SCAN 4. SCAN + 1 
GO TO IA 	 END 
IF J > M 	 THEN 
J 0 END 	END 
L71 	REED (FMDATA, NS) A D 	LB, LP5) 
K 4. 3 
IF (A(13,[30;17]=A[2].(30s17]) AND (All).(30s171<STPTM) 
THEN 
GO TO L6 
TMII, SCAN] 4- HOTIME 
Lfil 	REWIND (FTAPE) 	 ; 
LOCK (FMDATA, RELEASE) 
COMMENT 	CALCULATION OF APPROXIMATE FREQUENCY OF REFo GEN. 
OMIN 4 0.9x0MGA 
OMAX 4- 1,1x0MGA 
S 	(OMAX 	OMIN)/10.0 
L9s 	K a 0 
FOR OMEGA 4- OMIN STEP S UNTIL OMAX DO 	 BEGIN 
Al 	81 	a 	0 
FOR 	I 	4- 	0 	STEP 	1 	UNTIL 	P 	DO 
Al 	a 	Al 	+ 	G[I]xCBS(Ix0MEGA) 
Bi 	a 	Bi 	+ 	G(I3xSIN(Ix0MEGA) 






IF 	TEST[0] THEN 
WRITE 	(FTL2, 	FMTi7p 
K 	K.4.1 
KP C[K], OMEGA) 3 
END 
Ai 	4- 	C[O] 3 
FOR I a 	1 	STEP 	1 	UNTIL 	K-1 DO 
IF 	C(I] 	> 	Al THEN BEGIN 
Al 	4- 	C[I3 3 
OMGA OMIN 	IxS END 
IF 	(OmAx 	OMIN)/OMGA 	< 	0 0 01 THEN 
GO TO L10 3 
OmIN 	a 	OMGA 	S 3 
OmAX 	* OMGA 	4 	S 3 
S 	S/10.0 
GO 	TO L9 3 
COMMENT PARITY 	ACTIONS 	AND 	LABELS 3 
LP1: WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMT10) 
GO 	TO 	Li 3 
LP2: WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMT11) 3 
GO TO L3 3 
LP31 	WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMT12) 3 
GO 	TO L4 3 
LP51 	WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMT14) 3 
GO TO LT 3 
LE1: WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMT15) 3 
LAMBDA() 	4- 	2000 
LAMBDAl 4000 3 
GO 	TO L2 1 
LE2: WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMT16) 3 
GO 	TO L10 
L101 	IF 	TEST(O] THEN 
WRITE 	(FIL2p 	FMTIBp 	OMGA) 3 
END 	* 
SCAN 4 0 
Lis 	SPACE (FTAPE, 4)(L2] 
READ (FTAPEEN0], 	N)(L2) 
BEGIN INTEGER I,J,K,Q 3 
REAL PHI' AMPS RP OMEGA , Alp Bip LAMBDA, BETA2, INTPPOLpELLPPHI2 3 
INTEGER ARRAY BP CtOIN-1-INTV) 
ARRAY GEN(01N+INTV3P PMC0st,OsN+/NTV3, A(0171, X(017,01N+TNTV7, 
THETA2CO:N+INTV]p LM8(03N+INTV1, TAPEE0:93 	 3 
LABEL LIP L2' L3P L4 
LIST LIST1 (PHI, FOR I 4  0 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO rIp ACI11), 
LIST2 (PHI, AMP, FOR 	0,1,2 DO 	A[I]J), 
LIST3 (FOR I • 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N4P2 DO THETA2II1), 
LIST4 (Q, FOR I 4 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO IT, ACI]3) 
LAMBDA 4, 999999 
Lis 	READ (FTAPE(NO], *, N)CL43 
READ (FTAPE, N, LMR(*1) 
READ (FTAPE, N, GEN(*)) 	 3 
FOR I • 0,1 DO 
READ (FTAPEP No PM(IP*]) 
COMMENT 	DETERMINATION OF THE ANGLE OF THE QUARTER WAVE PLATE 	3 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N-1 DO 	 BEGIN 
XCOPI-13 4- 1 60 
XE1PI•13 4 SIN(OMGAx(0) 
X(2PI-11 + COs(OMGAx(I)) 	 3 
FOR K 	1,2 DO 	 BEGIN 
XE2x1(+1,I'11 4 XI10I-11x((I)*K) 	 3 
XE2x1( 4- 2,T°17 • XQ2,I-13x((I)*K) END 
XITPI-11 • GENII] 	 END 
COMPUTE (10.2, rp x, 1,00 AD B, OPTED), FIL2) 
PHI 4- ATAN (A(23P A(11) 
IF TESTE01 	 THEN 
WRITE (FIL2' FMT19p LIST1) 	 3 
IF ABS (A[43-A(33) > 0,001 	 THEN 
IF ABS (A(2]) > ABS (A[1]) 	 THEN 
OMGA 4 OMGA 	A(33/A(23 ELSE 
OMGA 4- OMGA Ar43/A[11 	 3 
FOR I • 0 STEP 1 UNTIL B(Or'l DO BEGIN 
Xt1PI] + SIN(oMGAxB[I+2]) 
X[2,1] + COSCOMGAxBCI+2]) 
X(3 ,1] + GEN[8CI+2]] END 
COMPUTE (B10], 3 , X' 100 , AP Co OPTC01, FIL2) 
PHI + ATAN (AC27P A[1]) 
AMP + SQRT CA[1]*2 + AC2]*2) 
IF TESTCO] 	 THEN 
WRITE CFIL2, FMT20, LIST2) 
IF AMP < 250,0 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
WRITE CFIL2P FMT1) 
GO TO L2 	 END 3 
FOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N-2 DO 
THETA2[I] + PHI + Ix0MGA 
IF TESTED] 	 THEN 
WRITE (FIL2 , FMT2I, LIST3) 
Al + 0 
FOR I + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL. N.-1 DO 
Al + Al + LMBrI3 
Al + Al ✓ (N-1) 
IF LAMBDA > Al 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2[PAGE]) 
SCAN + SCAN + 1 
FOR I + 0,1 Do 	 BEGIN 
J + (TM(T,SCAN] 	Clt7])/C1[8] 
I + (CTM[ORSCAN)+TM[lpSCAN])/2 	Cl[5])/c1[6] 
READ (FDISK2r00 2, AC*]) 	 ; 
I + ENTIER CA[0]) 	 3 
J 	(A[0] 	I)X1O 
IF J = 10 THEN BEGIN 
J + 0 	 3 
I + I + 1 	 END 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT8, I,j,ANG1,ANG2,AE1]pSOLMON,A ✓ POS) 	END 3 
END 3 
LAMBDA + Al 
WRITE (FIL2CNOlp FMT2, LAMBDA) 	 3 
IF OPTt1] < 6 	 THEN 	 v, 
WRITE (FIL2[081-1) 
FOR Q + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 1 DO 	 BEGIN  
IF LAMBDA > LMB2 	 THEN  
Q + 1 
COMMENT 	CURVEFITTING THE PM CURRENT TO OBTAIN ITS FOURIER COMPONENTS; 
FOR I +1 STEP 1 UNTIL N..1 DO 	 BEGIN 
BETA2 + 2xZETACQ3 + THETA2CI°1] 
XI0,I°11 + 1.0 
X[1oI°1] + SIN(BETA2) 	 3 
X[2,I°1] + COS(BETA2) 
X(31, I°1] + SIN(2xBETA2) 	 ; 
X[4,1°11 + COS(2xBETA2) ; 
XE5oI°1] + PMEQPI] 	 END 
COMPUTE (N°I., 5, X, 0 0 9, AD Bo OPTIIIP FIL2) 	 3 
IF TEST(1] 	 THEN 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT22, LIST4) 
IF Q = 0 	 THEN 
I + (LAMBDA 	Ci(03)/C1(1] 	 ELSE 
I 	+ (LAMBDA ° C1(2))/C4(33 + C1(41 
READ (FD/SK1(7), 	5, GENC*]) 
INT + AC0D(GEN(03 + 
POL + GEN 1[2])<SQRT(4[4]*2 + AC3]*2)/INT 
PHI2 	ATAN (A[3], A[4]) 	 3 
ELL Ar27xGEN(31/INT + GEN[41xPOLgSINCPHI2) 	 3 
IF INT < 0 	 THEN 
/NT + 0 ELSE 
INT + INT/STER 
PHI2 + PHI2/2 + ETAEQ3 
TAPE[0] + LAMBDA 	 3 
TAPEC4xQ+1] + IF INT > 0 THEN LNCINT) ELSE 0 	 3 
TAPEC4xQ+23 + POL 	 3 
TAPEC44Q+33 + ELL 3 
TAPEC4xQ+43 + PHI2 
IF Q = 0 	 THEN 
WRITE (FIL2INOlo FMT3p INTpPOL,ELL,PHI2) 
ELSE 
WRITE (FTL2CNO3o FMT4p INT,POL,ELL,PHI2) 
IF OPT(13 < 6 	 THEN  
WRITE CFIL2CDBL1) 
IF LAMBDA < LMBI 	 THEN 
+ 1 	 END ; 
GO TO L3 
COMMENT 	AVERAGING PORTION FOR WHEN THE AC GENERATOR IS NOT 
FUNCTIONING 
L2$ 	WRITE (FIL2(NO), FMT2, LAMBDA) 
FOR Q + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 1 DO 	 BEGIN 
IF LAMBDA < LMB2 	 THEN 
+ 1 
Al F Bl 4- 0 
FOR I + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL tslq°1 DO 	 BEGIN 
Al + Al + PM(Q,I] 
B1 4 Bl 	PME0o/I*2 	 END 
B1 F B1/(N-1) 
TNT + Al/(N'1) 
POL + SORT (B1 	INT*2) 
IF 0 = 0 	 THEN 
WRITE CFIL2TN01, FMT5 	INT, POL) 	ELSE 
WRITE (FIL2[NO], FMT6p INT, POL) 
IF LAMBDA < LMB1 	 THEN 
Q + 1 	 END ; 
L3: WRITE (FIL2) 
WRITE (FTP1, 9, TAPE[*]) 
GO TO Ll 
L4: END 
GO TO Li 
L2: REWIND (FTP1) 
WHILE TRUE DO 	 BEGIN 
READ (FTP1, 9, B[*])IL3) 
WRITE (FPUNCH, FMT27, FOR 1+0 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO BEI]) END 
L3: CLOSE (FTPlp PURGE) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT7, TIME(2)/60P TIME(3)/60) 
CLOSE (FTAPE, PURGE) 
END 
END 
COMMENT '°- CALIbRATION PROGRAM 
BEGIN INTEGER M, SMP, Us SENS 
REAL RNTIM1, RNTIM2p RNTIM3p Pb PI2 
FILE FIL2 6 (2P15, 
FILE FILIN1 (2P10) 
FILE IN FLDT1 "MULF2" "FTP1" (1p550) 
FILE FIL4 2 (19104 SAVE 10) 
REAL PROCEUURE ARCCOS(X) 	; VALUE X; REAL X 
BEGIN REAL T 3 IF ABS(X)=1,0 THEN T4-1,57079633xSIGN(X) ELSE 
	
T # ARCTAN(X/S4RT(1 	X*2)) 
ARCCOS # 1,570/9634 " I ENO ARCCOS 
REAL PRUCEUURE ATAN(APB) 3 VALUE APB ; REAL APR 
BEGIN REAL T3 IF B=0 THEN T41457070633xSIGN(A) ELSE IF 0<0 THEN 
T 4- 3,14159266 4- AReTAN(A/B) ELSE T+ARCTAN(A/715) 
IF T<0 THEN T4T4-6 2 28318554 
ATAN E T END 	 r' ; 
FORMAT IN :FMTI1(3I4)p 
FMTI2(416/7F1006)p 
FMTI3(612PX8OL5)P 
FMTI4(10I6) 	 3 
FORMAT UUT FMT1("DATA PRUCESSUR TIMES "P F802, " SECONUS")p 
FMT2("INPUT n OUTPUT ff4E: "p Map " SECONWP 
FMT3("TUBE LAM 	CI 	 RH 	HP 	DELTA 
" 	ZETA ETA") 
STREAM PROCEDURE WURD(A$B) 
BEGIN 51 4- AS 014- B) SI 	SI m8; )S 4- 8 CHR 	END 
PROCEDURE UATE(1.ILEID) 
FILE FILEID 
BEGIN ALPHA U; INTEGER IDDAYpYR ; LABEL L13 INTEGER ARR)4Y MO(IS12) 
FORMAT OUf FMT("RUN DATE 99 P i2P"/"PI2P " /"912) 
FILL MO(*) WITH 31928931P3Up41,30p3193/P30931,30 , 31 
0 4-TIME(0) 
YR 4- 10x00(18063 	Dp[2486J 
DAY 4- 100*D9130861 ¢ 10x0 0 (36:6] 	D.L42563 
IF DAY > (IF YR MOD 4 = 0 THEN 366 ELSE 365) 	TEN 
GO TU Ll 
I 4-0 
FUR 1 + I + 1 WHILE DAY > 0 00 	 BEGIN 
DAY +DAY "' MO[I] 
IF YN MUD 4 ; 0 THEN IF 1=2 THEN DAY + DAY-1 	 END ; 
I 4 1-1 
DAY DAY + MUCIi 




BEGIN INTEGER Ilp 12, 13, T 	 ; 
FURMAT OUT FMTC"RUN TIME 91 9 I2p":“pI2p":"pI2) 
+ IIME(1) DIV 60 
Il 	T DIV 3600 
12 4 (T ■ I1x3600) DIV 60 
13 4 T ■ 11x3600 e 12x60 	 ; 






BEGIN INTEGER IPJPL 
ARRAY F[0:K ■ 1] 
FOR J N K". 1 STEP r1 UNTIL 0 00 	 BEGIN 
FEU' 4 X103 
FOR I + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K ■ 1 DO 
IF X(1] > F[J1 THEN 	 BEGIN 
F[J] 4 XII] 
L + I 	 ENO 
X[L] 4 0 	 ENU 
FUR 1 + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL K-1 DU 






ARRAY X[OpOip A(03 
INTEGER ARRAY E(01 
REAL T 
BEGIN INTEGER IpjpPp KpL 
REAL Tlp 12, Si 0 
BOOLEAN ZL 
LABEL Li, L2 
ARRAY L[0:M - 1,0gM3 
ARRAY BpCIO:N-11 
LIST LIST1(Sp Ti, r2, P), 
LISTe(FOR 1 ¢ 0 STEP 1 UNTIL P-1 DO [XlMpI]p8(I3PcCIJJ) 
FDRMAT UUT FmT1(”sTANDARD DEVIATION "pF10,5/X3p2(E12,5pX6),X2013), 
FMT2(3(3(F10.5pX3)3) 
ZZ 4- FALSE 
ECU 4-P * N 
FUR i 4- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DU 
ECU * I-1 
Lit 	I1 4 12 4- 0 
FUR 1 * 0 STEP I UNTIL m-1 DU 
FUR J * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL m [)U 	 BEGIN 
ZEL,J) F 0 
FUR K 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL H-1 DO 
ZLI,J] * Z(I,JI ¢ 4CipkpX(J,K) 	 END 
FUR N F M STEP -1 UNTIL 0 DO 	 BEGIN 
U * 0 
FUR I 4- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO 
IF ABS(Z(I-1pU]) > D 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
L # I-1 
0 • ABS(L(Lp0I) 	 END 
IF L>0 
FUR J * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO 
D 	ZLL,JJ 
Z(LpJJ 
ZEOpJ3 * 0 
FUR 1 f 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M-1 00 
AII] * Zti'0 






FUR 1 STET 1 UNTIL m-1 po 
	
zti-1,o-1) 	4[1,J] - A[I)xD 
U END 	END ; 
IF U = 1 THEN GO TO L2 
FUR 1 +0 STEP 1 UNTIL P°. 1 DO 	 BEGIN 
+ A(0)xX(0,I1 
FOR J + 9 STEP 1 UNTIL W*1 DO 
BUJ + BEI) + AfJ)NX[J,I] 	 ; 
C[I] + X[MPIi 	B[I] 	 ; 
T1 + T1 + 
12 + T2 + C[I]*2 	 END ; 
T1 + Ti/P 
T2 + T2/P 
S + 5QRT(T2 	T1*2) 
IF U >3 (HEN WRITE (FILEIO, 6- MT2, LIST2) 
WRITE (FILEID, FMT1, LIST1) 
IF 0 = 3 UR U = 5 THEN 	 BEGIN 
IF ZL THEN GO TO L2 
ZL + TRUE 
P + 
FOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N.•1 PO 
IF AbS(C[I]) < TxS 	 TMEN BEGIN 
FUR J 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL M DU 
X[J,P) + XEJ,I] 
E[P+1) tI 
P + P + 1 	 END 
Ell)] + P 
GU TU Ll 	 END ; 
L2SEND COMPUTE 
REAL PROCEDURE CALCPM(T,X) 
VALUE TPX ; REAL X; INTEGER 
BEGIN INTEGER J 	REAL S1 
ARRAY II0172,12 VC0:1PO;(271 
FILL II*3 WITH 0, 
1,0@^4, 1500@ ."0 1 9 0@''3, 2,0@"°3P 30(6)°3P 490@ .°3s, 5100@•"3P 6o0@"'39 
7 0 00'"3; 8000'."3.9 9 9 0@..'3p 1 0 0t1"°2P 1010*'2P 102P.°2, lo3@ ■ 29 104@*2) 
1,5@'2, 1,6@•"2, 1,702, 1,8@°2, 1,9@"2P 2,0@"2P 202@°29 2.4@"2, 
206E"2, 2.6@*'2, 3 2 0@1 •2P 3,5E"2, 	 405@'.2, 	 5.5@"°2, 
6.0@'2.0 7,501 '2, 8 g 0E11"2.0 9 0 0@"2. 9.5@"2, 1,0@""10 1,5@'1, 
2,0@'1P 2.5@". 10 3 0 0@'1.0 3,5E". 10 4 0 0@"19 4,5@'"10 5 0 0W°10 505@"•10 
6,0E1 '1P 6,5@"'10 7 0 0@""1, 705 .V°10 8,0E316'10 8.5@"'IP 9,0E'10 9g5@'1, 
1,0@m0P 1.1@'00 1 0 2@'000 1,3@'"00 1,5@°00 106E"08 107@'0P 
1,8@'00 lo9E"09 2 0 0@•°01. 2,1E"'0P 2,2E"OP 2,3E"Op 204@•.0, 2,5E11 •0 
FILL V(0,*] WITH 00018, 
0,04UP 	0.169, 	0 0 270p 	0,501, 	0,7690 	10003.0 	1.2400 	1,520, 
1.710, 1.880, 2,010p 2,090, 2,1300 2.190, 20225, 20260, 
2,2960 	2,330, 	2,351, 	2,3809 	2,4000 	2.430P 	2 0 460, 	2,498, 
2,520P 20540, 2 9 560, 2,5950 2,630, 2.650, 2.690, 2,718, 
2,740, 	2,795, 	2,802, 	2,820P 	2,850, 	2,865, 	2 0 880, 	3,030, 
3,100P 3.235, 3,280, 3,400, 3 0 465, 3,530, 3 0 570.0 3,645P 
30690, 	3,751, 	3 9 810 9 	3,8709 	3,930, 	3.985, 	4 0 040, 	4.095, 
4,1500 4,245, 4 0 350p 4,4509 4,5509 4,6600 4 0 750. 4,8520 
4,951, 	5.051, 	5 0 179, 	5,250, 	5,340, 	50430, 	504700 	5,510 
FILL VE1011, 3 WITH 00019.0 
0,03b.. 	0.040, 	0,2459 	0,488, 	0,7500 	009900 	1.210, 	10430P 
106309 10750, 1,8609 1,9400 1,9950 20040.0 2 4 070, 20100P 
2,126, 	2,155, 	2 0 18 0 9 	2,2000 	2 0 2300 	2,2500 	2 0 2960 	2,330, 
2.36UP 2.3859 2,4009 2,4480 2,480, 2.503, 20540, 2.570P 
24,590 	20675, 	2 4 690, 	2G015p 	2,738, 	2,750, 	2 0 765, 	2,885, 
209809 2,080, 3,165, 3,235, 3,286, 3,345, 3 0 370, 30400P 
3,500P 	3,555, 	3,61 0 , 	306709 	3,720; 	40777.0 	30845.0 
3,920, 4.032, 4,128, 4,2211, 9 4,318, 4,420, 4 0 500, 	4.600.. 
4.69 5 , 	4.785, 	4 9 8800 	4,970, 	5,058, 	5.155, 	5,2490 5,350 
IF T = 0 THEN S14m0,7796400003196xX ELSE S14-'°0,9028.0.0,003254XX 	; 
IF Sl<VETPOJ THEN S1+VIT003 ELSE IF S1›V[TP72] THeN S10/11072J 
J 4 U 
DU J+J.0.9 UNTIL. S1 S. VETPJ3 
DU J+J...1 UNTIL Si 2 V[TPJ3 
CALCHM+I[J].0-(1(J+IP"I(J))x(S1‘..V[T,J])/(VETPJ+17...VET,J3) LND 
PI 	3.14159265 
PI2 F P1/2 	 H 
SENS 4- 0 
DATE (FIL2) 
DAYTIM(FIL2) 	 ; 
WRITL CFIL2EDBLD 
READ (FILINlo FMTI1, Ms SMP, U) 
BEGIN INTEGER 9pM1PL;STRITMpLEVEL,LAMRDA10 LANBOA2 
REAL BKTIMp BRKTIMp OMGA, PSIO 
ARRAY PSI[OSM1], ETAARPZETAAR(0:1] 
INTEGER ARRAY NE000•11P OPT[0:53, LAMBOAI0:U°11 
FILE FTAPE1 2 C1p3xSMP4-4PSNPP SAVE 10) 




ETAAREO3pETAARE1], ZETAARCO]p ZETAARC1])o 
LISTI2CFOR L40 STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO OPTCL3PFOR L+0 STEP 1 
UNTIL 8 DO 1(1.)); 
LISTI3CFOR L 	0 STEP I UNTIL 	DU LAMBOAELII) 
READ CFILIN1P FMTI2o LISTII) 	 ; 
READ CFILIN1P FMTI3o LISTI2) ; 
READ CFILIN1, FMTI4P LISTI3) 
CLOSt (FILIN1. RELEASE) 
FUR L 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL M"1 DO 	 BEGIN 
NIL) +SNP 
PSICL] + LXPSSIDX00O174532925 	 END ; 
SORT (LAMBDA,U) 
WURDtFLDT1(0)pM1) 
BEGIN INTEGER IoJoKpPPR 
REAL SP OMEGA, °MIN, OMAXp AL B1 
ALPHA ARRAY A(08M1+51 
BUOLtAN ZI 
ARRAY GEO:M1/4]9 GENCO:SMP"°13p H[081,08SMP°1], TIMC0:M°'11,C[0821]; 
INTEGER ARRAY BLOCK(0SW°1] 
LABEL LIP L2P L3p L4o L5P L6o L7o LE1P LE2, LE3pLelp LP2P LP3 
LIST 	LISTI (K, Al; Blp C(Kio UMEGA)P 
LIST“FOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NER)-1 DO GENEIDP 
LISTJCFOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N[R] - 1 DO HEOPIDP 
LIST4(FOR I + 0 STEP I UNTIL NCRii DU W;loIll)P 
LIST5(FOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNT:L M°1 DO [OLOCKEI3oTIN!:3]) 
FORMAT UUT FMT1(/"REFERENCE GLNERATOR FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION"), 
FMT2(10(F7,18X4)), 
FMT3(/"ARRAY GEN(*) • GLNERATOR OUTPUT"), 
FMT4(/"ARRAY H[0.,*) • 341) KC PM TUBE'), 
FMT5(/"ARRAY H(1,*I • 40 KC PM TUBE"), 
FMT6(/"CALIBRATION TIMES AND BLOCK NUMBERS"), 
FMT7(5CI5,X241F10,3PX4))P 
FMT8(I2, X2, 3(E150J,X4),X3, F10,6), 
FMT9(/"START TIME TOO LARGE"), 
FMT10(/"END OF FILE *" M= 	13), 
FMT11(/"END OF FILL • STAGE 2 °" R= ", I3)p 
FMT12(/"PROGRAM ERROR • END OF FILE CALIBRATION TAPE"), 
FMT13(/"PARITY ERROR BEFORE STARTING TIME .•° BLOCK: ", I4)P 
FMT14(/"PARIYY ERROR STAGE 1 - BLOCK: ",I410919"R= "P13) , 
 FMT15(/"PARITY ERROR STAGE 2 .° BLOCK: ",I4p)(3,"H= ",I3), 
FMT16(////"* "PI2," RELATIVE ANGLE OF INCIDENT POLARIZATION", 
" 	"D F8,3, " RADIANS"), 
FMT17(//"NOMBER OF SAMPLES PER ANGLE OF INCIDENT", 
" POLARIZATIONi ",I4/"NUMBER OF ANGLES OF INCIDENT", 
" POLARIZATION: "P 13) 	 ; 
L * U 
R * 
P * (M1•3) DIV 4 • 1 
Ll: 	READ (FLDT1,2pA(*9)(LE1:LP13 
IF A1.13 9 [30:17] < STRTTM 	 TtIEN 
GO TO L1 
SPACL (FLDT1,•1)(03 
L2: 	HEAD (FLOT1ENOL, 1, A(*))[LE2:LP2] 
WORD (FLOT1(0), Mt) 
READ (FLOT1, MIP AN)) 
IF Z1 AND A(M1"1i 0 (1:13) < LAMBDACL3 	 T F EN 
GO TU L2 	 3 
FUR J F 3 STEP 4 UNTIL M1°1 00 	 BEGIN 
IF AL-1+1)0E14:11] > LEVEL TMEN 
IF NOT Z1 	 Tf!IEN BEGIN 
R * R+1 
Zl F TRUE 	 END 
IF Z1 	 THEN 
IF A[J]0[1:13] = LAMBUALL1 	 .1*N BEGIN 
TIMER) 4. A(1),(30:17) + A[J].(25:8) 	Af3].(2518) 
+ ACJI,C31:101/1000 
BLUCK[R] + A[0] 	 ) 
IF R=0 AND L=0 TflEN 
FOR I +0 STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
GII3 + At4xI+370[14811] 	 3 
K + J-2 
FOR I + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NER1-1 DO 	 BEGIN 
IF 00+K > m1 - 2 	 TREN BEGIN 
READ (FLOTI, M1, AI*1)(LE3:LPI 
SPACE(FLOT1,.°1) 
K + 5 '" 4xI 	 ENU 
IF A[4xI+K]o(43:5] # 3 	 TJEN 	BEGIN 
K + K + I 
GO 1U L3 	 ENU 
GENII) + A[4x1+K-'2],,[14:11] 
HEOPI3 + A[4x1+K],[143111 
H[IPI] + A[4x1+K+13.[14811] 
ENU 
IF ZIO) 	 THEN BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT16p RP NSI[R]) 	 3 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT3) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2, LISTR) 
WRITE CFIL2, FMT4) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2, LISTS) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT5) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2' LISTO) 	 END 	3 
WRITE (FTAPElp NCR], GENC*1) 	 3 
WRITE (FTAPElp NER3p HrOP*)) 3 
WRITE (FTAPE1, NCR], H[1,*)) 
SPACE (FLDT1P°1) 
L + L +1 
IF L < U 	 TFIEN 
GO TO L2 	 LLSE BEGIN 
Z1 + FALSE 3 
IF R < M-1 	 TEN BEGIN 
L a 0 
	
GO TO L2 	 ENU 
ELSE 
GO EU L4 	 ENU 
ENO 	END ; 
GU TU L2 
LE1: WRITE (FIL2, FMT9) 
SENS 4- 1 
GU 1U L4 
LE2: WHITE (FIL2, FMT10.0 R) 
IF R > 6 	 TEN 
M 4- R + 1 	 ELSE 
SENS 4- 1 
GO Tu L4 
LE3: WRITE (FIL2, FMT11, R) 
IF R > 7 	 FFSEN 
M E H ELSE 
SENS 4- 1 
GO Tu L4 
L5: 	WHITE (FIL2, FMT12) 
SENS F 1 
GU TU L4 
LP1: RELEASE (FLDT1) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT13, A(0i) 
GO Tu Ll 
LP2: RELEASE (FLOT1) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT14, 	R) 
Z1 	FALSE 
FUR 1 + R STEP 1 UNTIL M..2 DU 
PSI(I) F PSI(14.13 
M 	m-1 
IF M > 8 	 TI1EN BEGIN 
SENS 4- 1 
GO TU L4 	 END 
IF N< M 	 T6EN 	 rn 
GU TU L2 	 ELSE 
GO TU L4 
LP3: 	RELEASE (FLDT1) 
WRITE (FIL2P FMT15, A(010 R) 
Zi 	FALSE 
FUR 1 4- R STEP 1 UNTIL M-2 DU 
PSI(I) 	PSIEI+13 
M 
IF M > 8 	 TOEN BEGIN 
SENS 4- 1 
GO TU L4 	 ENU 
IF H < M 	 TEN 
GO TO L2 	 ELSE 
GO TU L4 
L4: 	REWIND (FTAPE1) 
UEGIN
; 
IF Z413 	 TEN 
WRITE (FIL2p FMT17P SMPp M) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT6) 
WRITE (FIL2p FMT7p LISTS) 	 END 
LOCK (FLOT1P RELEASE) 
OMIN 4- 009x0MGA 
UMAX a 1@lxUMGA 
S 	(UMAX'"OMIN)01000 
IF Z1.23 	 TMEN 
WRITE (FIL2p FMT1) 
L6: 	K 	U 
BEGIN FUR uMEGA 	UMIN STEP S UNTIL UMAX DO 
Al 4- 81 + 0 
FOR 1 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL H DO BEGIN 
Al 4- Al + G[I3*CUS(Ix0MEGA)  
el 	BI 	GEII*SIN(I*OMEGA) 
THEN ENU 
CEK] 4- Al*2 81*2 
IF Z423 
WRITE(FIL2p FMT8, LIST1J 
END ; K 	K 	1 
Al CIO] 
FUR 1 	1 STEP 1 UNTIL Ki®i DO 
IF CEI] > Al 	 TEN 	LIEG/N 
Al 4- 0(IJ 	 ; 
OMGA F OMIN IxS 	 END 
iF (umAX-UMIN)/0MGA < 0c01 	 THEN 
GO TU L7 
UMIN 	OMGA 	S 
UMAX OMGA S 
S & s/10.0 
GU Tu L6 
L7:END * 
IF SINS = 1 	 'HEN 
GU TU LI 
FUR L f 0 STEP 1 UNTIL U-1 DU 
BEGIN INTEGER 1.0.10%), K 
ARRAY GENIO:SMP-133PM[0s1p0:M-1p0:SMP-13, A[0:7].p 
X[0:7,0:IF M>SMP !HEN M-1 ELSE SmP-1IpTHETA2E0:M-1,0:SmP-1]; 
REAL PHI, AMP, RI' OMEGA 
INTEGER ARRAY 8:01SMP3 
LIST LIST1CFUR 7 4- 0 STEP I UNI:L 	LO THE 03?Ljpii. 
FORMAT OUT 	71Ci"RF 7. ERENCE GENERA Or, DATA 	SHALL ANGLE APPRUX:MA'IUN" 
9 
1T2(9(F105.0(2)), 
M T3C9"'REFERLNCE GENER“OR CURVEFITTING DATAIP)p 
FMT4(3CF120604)/X2,3CF1206,x2)) 
SHACL CFTAPEP, 3xL) 
8EGIN ; FUR 	f 0 STEP 1 UNTIL W.t DU 
READ (FTAPElp N(J:P GLWL*]) 
READ (FTAPElp N(J)0 PMEO.PJ2*)) 	 ; 
READ (FTAPElp NEJ)J. PMCLPJp*]) 
IF J # M.-1 	 'WEN 
SACEEFTAPE1, 3x(0. ""1) 
FOR 1 4 0 STEP 1 UNTIL SMP°'! DO 	 6LG N 
XE091 	4 100 
X[1,11 f SINUx0mGA;, 
X12,1] 4- COS',:Ix0MGA) 
FOR 	ip2 DO 
	
XL2X0', 4, 1 4;i2 	XEIA:Jx(E*10 	
BEGIN 
op 
XL2)009-2 i, 1 1 XL2;,':xC:*K; ENO 
X[7,1] + GENII] 	 END 	; 
COMPUTE (N[J],7,X,192,A,O,UPTIOL,FIL2) 
PHI + ATAN(A[2].PAI1]) 
IF ABS(A[4]"'A[3]) > 0,001 	 10EN 
IF ABS(AC21) > ABS(A[1]) 	 TIEN 
OMGA + OMGA 	A[3]/A[2] 	 ELSE 
OMGA + OMGA + A[4]/A[1] 
IF Z133 	 TOEN 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT1) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2, PHI,UMGARFOR I+0,192,3,4,,6 00 ALWEND 
FUR 1 + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 8[0]•.1 DO 	 BEGIN 
X[1,I] + SIN(OMGAx8[I+1]) 
+ COS(OMGAxii[I+1]) 
+ GENIBCI+132 	 END 
COMPUTE (B[0]039Xp1o2pAPB,UPT[1),FIL2) 
PHI + ATAN(AC23PA[1]) 	 3 
AMP + SQRT(A(1]*204[2]*2) 
IF Z143 	 T9EN 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2p FMT3) 	 ; 
WRITE CFIL2P FMT4pAI0JpaMP,PHIpFOR I+Op1,2 ua A[I]) 	END 
FOR 1 + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NEj3=..1 DO 	 BEGIN 
R + (GEN[I]..AE01)/AMP 
OMEGA + PHI + Ix0MGA 
IF I > 1 	 ThEN 
OMEGA 4. (2xTHETA2:JpI..1:...THETA2[J.21°23+OMEGA)/2 	) 
IF ABS(R) 5 1100 	 TWEN BEGIN 
+ PI/2 " ARCCOS(M) 
K +ENTIER(OMEGA/PI2) 
IF K 5 0 	 TMEN 
THETA2[JpI] + R 	 ELSE BEGIN 
K 	K+1 
IF K MOD 4 5 L 	 T$EN 
THETA2LJP/3 + PIxCK DIV 2) + R 
ELSE 




THETA210PI) 4 OMEGA 	 END ; 
IF Z(4] 	 THEN 
WRITE (FIL2p FMT2, LIST1) 
END ; 
REWIND (FTAPE1) 
IF L = 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
BREAK 
BKTIM F TIME(2) 
CLOSE (FTAPEI, PURUE) 	 END ; 
FUR W 4 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 1 DO BEGIN 
IF TiME(2) 	BKTIM > 3600x8RKTIM 	 THEN 	BEGIN 
BREAK ; 
BKTIM 4 TIME(2) 	 END ; 
IF LAMBDA[L] > EAMBDA2 THEN 
Q F 1 
IF Q = 0 	 THEN 
TUBE 4 "541F1 	 ELSE 
TUBE 4 "541/0 
FUR J 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL M.°1 DU 
FUR 14 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NCJ] ■ 1 DO 
PM[APJ,1] 	CALCPM(OPPM(QpJPI]) 
BEGIN INTEGER IPJPK 
LABEL L1PL2 
REAL PSI2, ETAP n21P XL22, 4ETA, BETA2P RR2P RR, RP2, RP, 
COSDETP DELTAP KIP CI:. ROL; V 
ARRAY Alp8[0:WqP034)9D10891P C[0i4p082]PX1E0:190:11pAL084Z 
INTEbER ARRAY UIPU310:SMPIP U2PU4[014POSN] 
LIST LIST1(FOR J E  0 STEP 1 UNTIL M..1 DO FOR K4 0P1P2P8P4 DO B[jpK))P 
LIST2(FOR I 4 OP1p2 DO FUR K 	0P1P2P3P4 DO C(KpI3)P 
LISTJ(ETAP XI219 X1229 ZETA)P 
LIST4(FOR J 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL M•°1 DO FOR K a 0P1p2P3p4 GO Al[JPK])P 
LIST5(FOR I 4 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO D[I]), 
LIST6(FOR I40 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO [IPD[I]3), RR2, RPUP 
LISTir(FOR 1+0 STEP 1 UNT:i. 9 DO CIPD1/33P RR, COSOLTP RP22P 
LISId(FOR 1+0 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO (IPOE13]p RRp DELTA S RP2), 
LISTS (LAMBOA[L3P CIp RR, Hpp DELTA, ZETA, ETA)P 
LIST10((lpLAMBDAEL3, CI, MR, HP, DELTA, ZETA9 ETA), 
L1ST11(POL,V,PHI) 
FORMAT OUT FMT1C/"ARRAY B"), 
FMT2(5(E1205# X4)), 
FMT3(/"ARRAY C"), 
FMT4("ETA " P F9e6,X4,")(12 ", 2(F6.6,)(3)/"ZET)1" F9 Q 6/), 
FMT5(/"ARRAY A"), 
FMT6(/"ARRAY D"), 
FMT7(inCOMPUTE ERWOR ■ ARRAY b"05(I2pX1,E12,5,X3)/ 
4(120(1,E12.5,X3)/12,X19E1205,x3), 
FMT8(/"COMPUIE ERWOR ■ ARRAY D"/2(5(I20)(1,E12o5,)(3)/)9 
ftRiar. "9 E12p5/"RP20 ", E12o5)9 
FMT9(/“COMPUTE ERWOR ■ ARRAY B"/2(5(I2,X1,E12.5,X3)/), 
tIRR= " , F10./"COS(DELTA)= ",E1205/"RP2= "9E1205), 
FMT1OWCOMPUTE EWROR .• ARRAY D"/2(50Z9X1,E12059)(3)/), 
'RR= " , F10,50"DELTA= ",F10 a 6/"RP2= " P E1205), 
FMT11(X4,A4) 0 
FMT12("LAMBDA: "9 15/"C1 " 9 E1306,X3,"RR "9F1960830(39"RP " P 
F100803P"DELTA " P F1208/X19,"ZETA "PF10.79X1,"ETA " P 
F1007) , 
 FMT13(12,X2914,X2,L13o69 5CF1067,X1)), 
FMT14(X63, "P " P F6g3P )(4,"V "9F6e39" PHI",F7o3) 
FUR 1 fr 0 STEP 1 UNTIL IF SMH>M THEN SMP-1 ELSE M°1 DO 
)([0,I] F 100 
IF Z[74-6)] 	 TMEN 	BEGIN 
ETA F ETAAR(Q] 
ZETA +ZETAARECI] 
U1(07 	SMP 	 ) 
FOR I 0 STEP 1 UNTIL SMP®1 DO 
U1[14-1] 4- I 
FOR I t 0,19293,4 DU 	 BEGIN 
U2[I90] 	M 
FOR J 4-0 STEP 1 UNTIL M ■ 1 DO 
U2FIPJ+111 	J 	 END 
GO TU Ll 	
=IN; FOR J 	0 STEP 1 UNTIL M ■ 1 DW 
FOR I 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N[J]-1 DO 	 BEGIN 
X[1pI] * SIN(THETAR[J,I)) 
X(2013 * COS(TNETA4(JpI)) 
X(3,111 1- SIN(2xTHETA2EJpI3) 
X[4pI] * COS(2xTHETA2[JpI]) 
X[5pI] • PMEQPjP13 
COMPUTE (N[J]P5PXPU09,BLJP*3, O1POPT(2]PFIL2) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT1) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2 4 LIST1) 
FUR J * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M"1 DU 
PSI2 * 2xPSIEJ] 
)([1ps)] * X1(0.9J1 F SIN(WSI2) 
X1:2,J3 * X1[1,J] 	COS(RSI2) 
FUR 1 * 0P1P2 DO 
FUR J F 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M-1 DO 
X(3pJ3 * B[JPI] 
COMPUTE (MP30,0,90C[Ip#],U2(Ip*3POPT(31PFIL2) 
FUR I + 3,4 DO 
FUR J * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL Mm1 DO 
X(O,J] + X1[OPJ] 
X(1 ➢ J) • X1r1PJ3 
X(2pJ3 
COMPUTE (MP2AXP0,9PCIIP*3PU2[IP*].POPT(3),FIL) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT3) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2, LIST2) 
ETA 	005xATAN(CEOP1)PC(OP2/) 
XI21 * 0Q5xATANCCC3P13PC(3,02) 
XI22 F 095xATAN("CE4P03PCI4p13) 
M 1 
IF AbS(X121°"XI22) < 0,26 
ZETA 	(ETA 	(X121+XI22)/2)/2 	 TE 
IF A8S(CI3P13) > ABS(C[4P2)) TWEN 
ZETA 4- (ETA - XI21) ✓ 2 	 ELSE 
ZETA * (ETA '" X122)/2 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT49 LIST3) 
FOR 1 + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL IF SMR)M THEN SMP°1 ELSE Mm1 DU 
XEOPIJ 4- 190 
L1i 	FUR 4 4- 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M®1 DO 

















BETA2 + ZETAx2 + TMETA2[JpU1EI+1]3 
f SIN(BiTA2)- 
X[2p1] f COS(BETA2) 	 ; 
)(13,P13 4. SIN(2XBETA2) 
X14,13 4-COS(2X8E1A2) 
X(5,13 f PM1QPJPUlLi+131 	 ENU 
COMPUTE(Ulf0)P5P)00.9PAI[Jp*]PU3POPTE43, FILe) 	 END 	; 
WRITE (FIL2P FMT5) 
WRITE (FIL2P FMT2, LIST4) 
FUR 1 + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M•!1 DU 	 BEGIN 
Xl[OPIJ + SIN(2X(PSI(I] + ETA)) 
X1(1,13 + C0SC2x(PSI[1] + ETA)) 	 END 	; 
FUR 1 + 0.01,2 Do 	 BEGIN 
FOR J +0 STEP 1 UNTIL U2[I,0]..1 DO 	 BEGIN 
X(lpJ] 	Xl[IF I=1 THEN 0 ELSE 1PU2(19J+13] 
X120,13 t A1(U2EIPJ+13pI1 	 END 
COMPUTE (U2(IP01,24(P009,ApU4FIP*IPOPTE530FIL2) 
FUR J + OP/ DO 
DE2x1+J1 + A(J) 	 END 
FUR 1 + 3,4 DO 	 BEGIN 
FOR J + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 02(IP03...1 DO 	 BEGIN 
XIO,J3 + X1[IF 1=4 THEN 1 ELSE 0,11211.9J+133 
X(10J) + A1[U2[IPj+11pI) 	 END 
COMPUTE 1U2CIP01p1PXP0c9PApU4(IP*1POPT153PFIL2) 
0(2XI) +A(0) 	 END 	; 
WHITE (FIL2P FMT6) 
WHITE (FIL2P FMT2p LISTS) 
FUR 1 +0 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO 
+ ABS1DEI3) 
0E33 + 10E33 + 0E53)/2 
0153 + CDI63 + 0[83)/2 
0(63 + 10103 	0143)/(DLO 	+ DE41) 
0171 + 10(13 + DES] 	D(31)/4DE13 + 0153 + DE33) 
0183 + D(63X0r7) 
0193 + Cl 	0E67*2)X11 ® DI7J*2) 
IF D1.92 2 0 THEN 
0(93 + SQRTCD[9]) 	 ELSE 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT7PLIST5) 
GO TU L2 	 END ; 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT6) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2, LIST5) 
RP2 + Cl ■ DES) ■ 0191)1(0(61 ■ D[7]) 
RR2 + (1 + DT83 ■ 0193)/(016.1 + D[7]) 
IF RR2 ? 0 	 THEN 
RR + SQRT(F1R2) 	 ELSE 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT8, LISTS) 
GO TO L2 	 END 
CUSDLT + (0)111 ■ D(5))/(OE1J+1`)(5)))x(1+RR2)/(2xRR) 
IF ABS(CUSDLT) 	1 0 0 	 1HEN 
DELTA + ARCCOS(COSOLT) 	 ELSE 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT9, LIST,) 
GO TO L2 	 END 
IF Rr2 > 0 	 THEN 
RP + SbIRT(RP2) 	 ELSE 	BEGIN 
WRITE (FIL2, FHT101, LIS8) 
GO TO L2 	 END 
CI + D[0]/(CM + RR2)x(1 + RPM)) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT119 TUBE) 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT12, LIS19) 	 ; 
IF Z15] 	 THEN 
WRITE (FIL4, FMT139 LISI10) 
FUR J + 0 STEP 1 UNTIL M ■ 1 DU 	 BEGIN 
PHI + ATAN(A1(J,31PA1[J94]) 
IF PHI < 0 	 THEN 
PHI + PHI + 692831d534 
POL + 2xsQRT(A11,1,33*2+A1Ijp4)*2)/CCIxCl-RP2')x(1+RR2-2xmix 
COSULT;) 
V 4- (Al(jp1)17XIx(li - RP2)x(1-RR2)xPOLgSIN(PHI))/C2xCIxwRx 
(I-RP2)xSINcDELTA)) 
PHI (- 005xPHI 
WRITE (FIL2, FMTI4p LIST11) 	 END 	3 
L2:END 	 3 
IF LAMBDAIL] < LAMBDA1 	 1$EN 	
C.),) 






















WRITE (FIL2[DBL]p FMT3) 
BEGIN LABEL LlpL2 




wRIft (FIL6, FMT3) 
L13 	READ (FIL40 10p AI*3)(L21 
WRITE (FIL6, 10, AC*)) 
IF 21.6) 
WRITE (FIL2, 10, A(*)) 
tiU Tu Li 
L2: 	IF Z16) 
WRITE (FIL2(PAGE)) 
CLOSE CFIL4, PURGE) 
END 
Ll:END 
RNTIM2 4- IIME(2)/60 
WHITE (F112.0 FMT1, RNTIM2) 
RNTIM3 #TIME(3)/60 
WRITE (FIL2, FMT2 A RNTIM3) 
END 
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